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Abstract
System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures provide full system functionality (processing cores,
memory, input-output peripherals, cryptography engines) on a single die. Xilinx and
Intel (formerly Altera), market leaders in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device
manufacturing, recently introduced commercially available SoC devices that couple
FPGA logic with high-performance multicore ARM processors. These devices have
received numerous industry awards, won broad market adoption, and have revolutionized
embedded and mobile computing from the perspectives of performance and cost
reduction – the primary objectives of the device vendors. Intel recently announced a
tightly coupled Xeon-FPGA architecture targeting servers and workstations; the future
for tightly coupled processor-FPGA SoC devices is promising across all market segments.
The work that follows explores how this new architecture can also be leveraged to
improve system security by 1) hiding core operating system control logic and data
structures in the FPGA logic, 2) hiding hardware security mechanisms in the FPGA logic,
and 3) leveraging enhancements in design tools to automate these techniques.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The hypothesis of this thesis is that: Core security functions can be hidden in tightly
coupled FPGA logic, within the processor’s chip boundary, to increase attacker
workload with acceptable performance overhead.

This thesis examines the hypothesis through three central challenges: Can core control
logic and data structures, such as an operating system, be implemented such that they can
neither be observed nor modified by privileged software? Conversely, can privileged
software be monitored without detection? Finally, can the resulting mechanisms be
implemented automatically from systems code, written in a procedural language such as
C?

Motivation
Embedded systems have traditionally been associated with applications that involve
interaction with the physical world, invoking quality of service and safety concerns. The
traditional approach to security for many of these systems has been physical isolation and
shielding [1]. Systems that operate in untrusted environments have an additional antitamper concern. For example, anyone may operate an ATM machine but users must not
be able to alter its intended behavior.

A wide variety of connectivity options, including Bluetooth, Zigbee, 802.11, and wired
1

Ethernet have emerged for embedded devices. As a result, legacy systems are now being
directly connected within the fabric of the Internet [2, 3]. This has opened the door to
remote exploitation, allowing attackers to manipulate systems and steal information
without a need for physical access.

Moreover, mobile devices increasingly store

sensitive information and valuable intellectual property, presenting new requirements for
data protection.

As a result, security has now become one of the fundamental concerns to embedded
system design, along side cost, power, and performance.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that universal guarantees of security will be attained for
networked embedded systems: given enough time and resources, any particular system
will likely be compromised.

A more achievable goal is to increase attacker workload,

such that the timescale to breach a system makes the attack irrelevant, or the cost of
attack prohibitive when compared to the value of the potential outcome. A number of
options exist to help the designer increase attacker workload, including software-based
security mechanisms, hardware-based security mechanisms, and attack-surface reduction
through minimization of the exposed code and data – a primary objective of the BEAR
Operating System (see Chapter 3) used in this research.

A fundamental challenge for software-based security mechanisms is that the softwarebased mechanisms generally reside in the same processing cores and share the same
memory space as the code and data they seek to protect. This applies to an operating
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system’s isolation and protection functionality as well as to intrusion-detection, anti-virus,
and anti-malware applications. Figure 1 depicts a typical operating system architectural
block diagram as well as the implementation from the hardware’s perspective. The
hardware perspective reveals that sharing of the underlying hardware resources leaves the
security mechanisms vulnerable to surveillance and, when an exploit yields sufficient
privilege elevation to the attacker, to alteration and defeat.

Figure 1: Generic OS Block Diagram: Typical and Hardware Perspective

Despite this shortcoming, software-based security mechanisms have advantages: dynamic
deployment in anticipation of, or in response to, threats and the ability to maintain and
improve the mechanism over a product’s lifetime.

Hardware-based security mechanisms are specified during processor design and
fabricated alongside the processor during chip manufacture (Figure 2). Hardware is
3

essentially immutable: exotic tools and techniques, as well as physical access to the chip,
are required to alter the behavior of hardware-based logic. While advantageous when
defending against attackers attempting to alter security mechanism behavior, the same
immutability makes maintenance a challenge and dynamic deployment infeasible. In
order to patch a latent bug, alter the mechanism to respond to an exploit, or upgrade the
technology the hardware must be replaced.

Figure 2: Architecture with Hardware-Based Security Mechanisms

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) logic solves the hardware-based design
maintenance and dynamic deployment challenges. FPGA logic consists of arrays of
configurable logic cells, interspersed with resources such as block RAMs, multipliers,
and high-speed communications blocks (Figure 3). The resources are connected together
by a rich fabric of programmable interconnects. FPGAs are configured, or “programmed”
by populating lookup tables, block RAMs, and other aspects of the logic resources
4

possessing “state”, as well as by specifying the routing of signals between the logic
resources.

Figure 3: Field Programmable Gate Array Architecture

FPGA logic configuration is generally described using a hardware description language
(HDL), such as VHDL or Verilog.

HDLs are transformed via synthesis and

implementation tools into a bitfile for use in configuring the FPGA logic. This process is
analogous to software program descriptions in e.g. C language modules that are compiled
and linked into executable images. The bitfile is typically loaded using a trusted boot
process on system start-up, although in some architectures the FPGA logic can be
partially reconfigured during system run-time. In all cases FPGA users gain softwarelike development and deployment flexibility while maintaining the performance and
deterministic behavioral benefits of hardware-based design.

Only recently, however, has FPGA logic been co-located with high-performance
5

processors within the physical chip boundary. Prior to this FPGA logic has been of little
utility in processor security applications due to the exposed communications busses and
limited coupling between discrete processor and FPGA chips.

On-chip colocation,

combined with tight coupling between processing cores and the FPGA logic, creates the
opportunity for a new class of techniques for system security based on the ability to hide
critical control logic and data structures from the processing cores using tightly-coupled
FPGA logic.

Hybrid Processor-FPGA System-on-Chip Architectures
Xilinx Inc., the largest FPGA manufacturer (by market share), released the first
commercially available silicon devices combining high-performance processors with
FPGA logic in the fall of 2012.

Unlike prior FPGAs with supporting “on-chip

processors”, intended to offload processing tasks from the FPGA (such as a hosting a
TCP/IP protocol stack), these new System-on-Chip (SoC) devices were “processorcentric” systems. These architectures were designed with hardware acceleration of
software algorithms in mind.

Hardware acceleration is a technique for speeding up algorithms by implementing them
in FPGA logic. Many digital signal processing algorithms, for example, enjoy significant
(10x-50x typical) performance speedups when implemented in FPGA logic. Prior to
these new SoC architectures designers had to populate two chips on the circuit board: a
processor and, separately, an FPGA. Designers also had to provide a high performance
external data bus between the two for data sharing.
6

The overhead associated with transmitting data across the external bus between the
processor and the FPGA is, from a design perspective, usually the limiting factor in the
utility of this technique. The development costs associated with high performance bus
design and its associated drivers, as well as the manufacturing costs associated with
populating two high pin-count and, often, high pin density chips are also significant
factors in the design decision-making process.

Co-locating the processor and the FPGA on the same chip die addresses both of these
concerns.

The co-location allows for multiple interconnects that can provide high

performance data transfers. Multiple interconnect options also address bandwidth and
latency considerations associated with a given application’s data transfer requirements
and the data’s location in the system. Sharing the same die also reduces both the
component and assembly costs when compared with the discrete equivalent. This opens
up many new opportunities for hardware acceleration techniques that were previously
impractical due to interconnect limitations or cost concerns.

Figure 4

shows a block diagram of Xilinx’s Zynq System-on-Chip (SoC) architecture.

Zynq integrates ARM’s Cortex-A9mp dual-core processor architecture with rich FPGA
logic resources. The Dual-core processors include hardware floating-point support and
clock rates up to 800 MHz. The processors have independent 32kb instruction and data
level-1 caches, and they share a 512k level-2 cache (supporting up to 2GB of off-chip
DDR memory) and a 256k on-chip static RAM. On-chip peripherals dedicated to the
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processors include dual gigabit Ethernet, serial communications, direct memory access
(DMA) – including channels dedicated to processor-FPGA transfers, and timer resources.
A hardware-accelerated cryptographic engine and analog to digital converter are
available to both the processors and the FPGA logic. The Zynq product family’s FPGA
logic resources scale from 28k logic cells (ZC7010) to 444k logic cells (ZC7100), with
dedicated block RAMS ranging from 240KB to 3MB and between 80 and 2020 DSP
slices.

Figure 4: Xilinx Zynq Simplified Block Diagram

Altera, the second largest FPGA manufacturer (by market share), was the first to answer
Xilinx’s Zynq in the middle of 2013 with Altera’s Hard Processing System (HPS).
Altera’s HPS is highly similar to the Xilinx Zynq. It is distinguished from the Zynq
primarily by its ECC memory protection and wider interconnects between the processor
8

and FPGA logic.

The early Xilinx Zynq design won broad market adoption and multiple industry awards
in 2013. Altera’s HPS – released later that year – enjoyed similar successes. In 2014
Xilinx and Altera both announced next-generation designs incorporating 64-bit ARM
Cortex-A5X series multicore processors, wider interconnect busses, and larger FPGA
logic resources. The architecture also began showing promise in the high performance
desktop and server space with Intel’s announcement of a hybrid XEON-FPGA design.

In early 2015 Xilinx specified their next-generation part, the Ultrascale-MPSoC with a
quad-core 64-bit Cortex A53 processor (including hardware hypervisor support), a dualcore Cortex R4 processor (targeting high-reliability / real-time controller applications),
and a graphical processing unit (GPU). The Ultrascale-MPSoC includes 128-bit wide
interconnects with total system bandwidth between the processor and FPGA approaching
1.2 terabits per second. The design also includes up to 11 megabits of on-chip RAM.
The first functional Ultrascale-MPSoC was demonstrated in October, 2015 and general
availability of the part is anticipated in early 2016. Combined with Intel’s May, 2015
acquisition of Altera, the future of hybrid processor-FPGA architectures is promising –
creating significant opportunity for the security techniques proposed in this thesis.

9

Approach
This thesis examines the hypothesis by exploring the ability to hide (control code and
data structures) in tightly coupled FPGA logic. Recall the central challenges:

1. Can core control logic and data structures, such as an operating system, be
implemented such that they can neither be observed nor modified by privileged
software?

2. Can privileged software be monitored without detection?

3.

Can the resulting mechanisms be implemented automatically from system code,
written in a procedural language such as C, to better enable systems and
applications programmers alike to leverage “hardware hiding” techniques?

These questions are approached in three studies, performed in the context of a fromscratch microkernel operating system, BEAR [4], under development at Dartmouth. The
first study, discussed in Chapter 3, explores the first challenge by migrating core
operating system components – the scheduler with associated process structures and the
message passing system used to provide system calls -- into tightly-coupled FPGA logic.
The associated control logic and data structures are inaccessible to the processing cores at
even the highest levels of execution privilege. The second study, discussed in Chapter 5,
explores the second question by implementing a hardware monitor in the tightly coupled
10

FPGA logic.

This monitor observes a process without being detectable by code

executing on the processing cores at even the highest levels of execution privilege. The
final question concerning automation is explored in Chapter 4 (through consideration of
commercially available High-Level Synthesis tools) and Chapter 6 (through
consideration of extensions to open-source compilers and HLS tools).

Performance Metrics
Performance is measured using the cycle-counter capability of the ARM Cortex-A9’s onchip Hardware Performance Monitor. A number of factors affect the repeatability of
cycle-count measurement. ARM’s Architectural Reference Manual specifies that the
performance monitor is only “reasonably accurate” in order to minimize the complexity
of the required logic [5]. Performance measurement overhead was characterized first by
enabling and immediately disabling the cycle counters. Measurements of approximately
110 cycles were observed when executing with the L1/L2 caches enabled. These biases
are removed from all reported measurements.

It is now well recognized that the number of vulnerabilities in a software product is
directly proportional to the number of lines of code used to implement it i.e. the attack
surface that it presents. Consequently, attacker workload is quantified in terms of lines of
kernel source code executing in the processor cores, and therefore accessible to
privileged code. Hardware Description Languages introduce new lines of source code,
but from the perspective of attack surface reduction these codes do not generate binary
images observable by the system processor (except where intentionally exposed, e.g.
11

through a memory interface presented to the processing system by an FPGA-based
resource). As such the focus is on reduction of C-based source code used to implement
the core control logic (Figure 5). This metric is based on existing analysis of exploitable
bugs as a function of the lines of source code [6]. Lines of code are counted using CLOC
[7]. Debugging codes and conditionally compiled codes are not part of the active build
configuration and are excluded from code line counts.

Figure 5: Attack Surface Reduction (Source Code Minimization)

Migration of blocks of core control logic and associated data structures from addressable
RAM to FPGA logic is also used as a qualitative measurement of attacker workload
(Figure 6). Moving core kernel components into the FPGA fabric decreases kernel
visibility; even if attacker code is elevated to the highest processor privilege level it can
only observe what the FPGA logic designer exposes on the processor’s memory bus, and
the processing system cannot modify the FPGA logic’s configuration unless explicitly
allowed to do so.
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Figure 6: Hiding in Hardware

FPGA logic resource utilization (Figure 7) is also reported where appropriate as a relative
measurement of implementation cost. These metrics are treated as relative measurements
for two reasons: 1) hardware implementations can be optimized based on designer
specified constraints, including resource utilization, which will affect findings, and 2) the
results reported are for an entry-level part (ZC7020 with 85k logic cells) in the processor
family. 50% FPGA resource utilization in this part when optimized for performance
might only consume 10% FPGA resource utilization in the larger ZC7100 (with 444k
logic cells). However 30% utilization for design A vs. 10% utilization for design B can
be used as a relative measurement of 3X cost for design A over design B.

Figure 7: FPGA Resource Utilization
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Contributions
The contributions of this research are:

•

A novel methodology, with a set of associated implementation techniques, for
hiding critical system functions within the security perimeter afforded by the chip
boundary of SoC devices.

•

Two exemplars demonstrating the use the methodology that involve the primary
elements of an operating system:

o A typical round-robin system scheduler, the associated processes, and
epoch timer. Elements of this exemplar were published in MILCOM 2013
under the title: “Migrating an OS Scheduler into Tightly Coupled FPGA
Logic to Increase Attacker Workload” (Dahlstrom & Taylor). The
descriptions in this thesis expand and generalize the published work.

o A generalized rendezvous-style message-passing interface between user
processes and an operating system kernel, typical of those employed to
provide system calls.

•

A novel class of on-chip monitor, hidden from privileged code (such as an
attackers implant) and generated automatically from C-code.
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•

A monitor exemplar that continually checks process-code integrity, using a SHA256 algorithm. This work was published in MILCOM 2015 under the title
“Hardware-Based Code Monitors on Hybrid Processor-FPGA System-on-Chip
Architectures” (Dahlstrom & Taylor).

•

A body of experimental analysis that assesses performance, resource utilization,
degree of hiding, and impact on attacker workload associated with the
methodology based on the exemplars. The analytical ideas were used in both the
above papers.

•

An assessment of commercially available High-Level Synthesis tools for
implementing the mechanisms described above, and a discussion of the
shortcomings associated with the tools.

15

Outline

In outline, the thesis is divided into the following chapters:

Ch 1: Introduction states the hypothesis and the associated challenges posed by the thesis,
motivates the research, identifies the contributions, and describes the assessment metrics
used in analysis.

Ch 2: Related Work provides a survey of the relevant literature and demonstrates the
opportunity to advance system security through the techniques developed in this thesis.

Ch 3: Hiding Core Control Logic and Data Structures discusses the first study– hiding
core operating system control logic and data structures in tightly coupled FPGA logic.
Experimental assessments of the technology are included in the chapter.

Ch 4: Hardware Hiding Automation with High Level Synthesis describes attempts to use
High-Level Synthesis tools to automate the ideas in Chapters 3, the limitations of the
tools, and the resulting partial-automation that is achievable.

Ch 5: Monitoring Protected Code Without Detection discusses the second study in the
thesis – hiding monitoring from privileged code, within tightly coupled FPGA logic.
Experimental assessments of the technology are included in the chapter.

Further

experiences with the capabilities and limitations of High-Level Synthesis are reviewed.
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Ch 6: Investigations into Automation Tool Extensions explores open-source alternatives
to the commercial tools used in the design studies and considers opportunities to extend
their capabilities to improve automation.

Ch 7: Future Work and Conclusions makes concluding remarks on the work presented in
earlier chapters and describes directions for future work.

17

Chapter 2: Related Work
This chapter provides a survey of on-chip hardware mechanisms available to improve the
security of embedded systems. The mechanisms fall into three basic categories provided
through processor design, ancillary hardware, or system architecture. Those related to
processor design are distinguished by support for typical classes of embedded
applications. In contrast, those based on ancillary hardware represent emerging trends in
peripheral and hardware integration. Systems architectures integrate diverse hardware
mechanisms to provide a secure or trusted mode of operation.

Mechanisms available through processor designs are mature and well supported by
operating-system vendors. Unfortunately, ancillary hardware and system architectures
have evolved ad-hoc, in an effort by silicon vendors to differentiate their products.
Operating system developers have been slow to embrace these capabilities and their
impact on performance has not been quantified. Their lack of general acceptance has
provided little tangible evidence that they substantively improve security. As a
consequence, embedded applications designers must repeatedly incorporate security
features into each new application design. These designers are often not security experts
and the resulting systems exhibit vulnerabilities that could otherwise be avoided.

Processor Designs
Embedded

system

processor

designs

fall

microcontrollers and applications processors.

into

two

general

classifications:

Microcontrollers are characterized by

their relatively limited memory and processing power, extensive IO and on-chip
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peripherals, and an emphasis on fast hardware interrupt handling. Common
microcontrollers include the ARM Cortex-M[8], MicroChip PIC [9], Intel 8051 [10], and
TI MSP430 [11] families. Microcontroller applications traditionally ran directly on the
“bare metal” hardware, or on top of specialized real-time operating systems (RTOS).

In contrast, applications processors are distinguished by high-performance multi-media
peripherals, virtual memory managers, processor protection modes, and hypervisor
hardware support. Contemporary processors within this family include the PowerPC [12],
Intel Atom [13], MIPS [14], and ARM Cortex-A architectures [5].

These run

applications on feature rich operating systems such as Linux [15], Android™ [16], iOS
[17],

and Windows Embedded Compact [18] which provide support for on chip

peripherals providing audio, video, data storage, and high-speed networking services.
The relatively expensive, power-hungry, high-performance processors used in generalpurpose computing, including Intel and AMD x64 and x86 architectures [13, 19], are
rarely found in embedded systems.

Basic security features common to most modern processor designs include multiple
execution privilege levels and memory protection. At a minimum, processors typically
support a “user” and “privileged” level. The “user” level is typically the least permissive
and restricts operations affecting system configuration, interrupt handling, and privilege
level elevation.
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Several forms of memory protection are available: Memory Protection Units (MPUs) are
common in microcontrollers used for bare-metal and RTOS applications. They generally
allow for read-write-execute permissions to be specified dynamically for multiple
memory regions [20]. On simple microcontrollers, silicon vendors may provide
rudimentary memory protection units with factory-default protection schemes [21].

Virtual Memory Managers (VMMs), which enhance memory protection by virtualizing a
process’s address space, provide extensive support for read, write and execute control at
multiple processor privilege levels [22].

Many processor designs utilize VMM’s to

provide process-level memory isolation services to feature-rich operating systems,
including Linux, iOS, and Windows-CE.

Hardware support for virtualization is relatively new in the embedded systems space, but
is increasingly featured on high-end applications processor designs. For example,
Virtualization Extensions are available on ARM’s 32-bit Cortex-A15 and 64-bit Cortex
A-5X series processors.

Some processor designs incorporate secure virtual processors or secure co-processors
designed with security as their primary objective. Secure virtual processors and secure
co-processors offer security services to the primary processor, including: authentication,
key management, encryption and sensitive data storage.
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the currently running world and acquire processor time.
A tightly integrated design, which uses a communications protocol that associates
Secure world tasks with the Normal world thread that requested them, can provide many
of the benefits of a Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) design. In these designs a
Secure world application could, for example, inherit the priority of the Normal world
task that it is assisting. This would enable some form of soft real-time response for
media applications.
Normal world
Generic
application

Security
client

Secure world
Security
client

Security
service

Security
service

Standalone
application

User

User

Privileged

Privileged

Kernel
Scheduler

Kernel
TrustZone
driver

Inter-world
IPC manager

Scheduler

SMC

Monitor
IRQ

FIQ

IRQ

FIQ

Figure 5-1 : A possible architecture with an independent Secure world OS

Figure 8: ARM TrustZone Virtual Processor Architecture
One of the advantages of a design based on operating system principles is the use of the
processor MMU to separate the Secure world memory space into multiple user-space
sandboxes. Provided that the Secure world kernel software is correctly implemented,
security tasks from independent stakeholders can execute at the same time without

ARM TrustZone [23], a secure system architecture described in the System Architectures
PRD29-GENC-009492C
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5-3

section, includes a virtual secureNon-Confidential
processor. As shown in Figure 8, the physical processor
Unrestricted Access

transitions between two virtual processor modes: Normal World and Secure World, using
a special processor monitor mode. Monitor mode is accessed using the Secure Monitor
Call (SMC) instruction. The monitor mode acts as a gateway between the two worlds and
provides a single checkpoint for the operating system to grant or deny access to security
services. Although processor resources are common between the two worlds, hardware
mechanisms isolate the Secure World from observation or alteration by code executing in
the Normal World.
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specified interface to ancillary hardware methods, described next). Once configured
these assets are also accessible to the primary processor as ancillary hardware via a public
©2006 MIPS Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. Specifications and information subject to change without notice. The product described in this document is subject to continuous development and
improvement. MIPS, MIPS Technologies logo, Safe-SOC and “At the core of the user experience.” are trademarks or registered trademarks of MIPS Technologies, Inc. in the United States and other countries.
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bus – the more common approach to interfacing ancillary hardware mechanisms to the
processing core(s).
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Table 1: Summary of Processor Hardware Security Mechanisms
Performance	
  

Attacker	
  

Overhead	
  

Workload	
  

OS	
  Integration	
  
Mechanism	
  
Multiple	
  privilege	
  levels	
  

standard	
  

none	
  

moderate	
  

Memory	
  Protection	
  Unit	
  

specialty	
  

none	
  

moderate	
  

Virtual	
  Memory	
  Manager	
  

standard	
  

low	
  

moderate	
  

Virtualization	
  

emerging	
  

moderate-‐low	
  

moderate	
  

Secure	
  co-‐processor	
  	
  

specialty	
  

none	
  

high	
  

Virtual	
  co-‐processor	
  

specialty	
  

low	
  

high	
  

Privilege levels, the most common security mechanism used in operating systems today,
are integral to processor state – making privilege level mechanisms unlikely candidates
for implementation in today’s hybrid processor-FPGA architectures. If future evolution
increases coupling closer to the processor core (integration in the fetch/decode stages or
in the processor’s execution pipeline) there may be opportunity to explore enhancements
through FPGA-based privilege protections or privilege manipulation.

Memory protection schemes, however, are readily supported in FPGA logic-based
implementations – where the memory addresses exposed on the bus by the FPGA logic
act as either protected or virtual memory regions mapped through the FPGA into internal
or external (but managed by the FPGA) memory which could, additionally, be
encrypted/decrypted on the fly by FPGA-based cryptographic resources (described in the
next section).
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Virtualization can similarly be supported by FPGA-based hypervisors, which, similar to
the scheduler work described in Chapter 3, provide context switching between virtual
machines. In the extreme, a fully hardware-based operating system (or hypervisor) could
reset the processor between tasks (or virtual machine instance) as all processor state is
managed by the FPGA logic.

Processors are regularly instantiated in pure FPGA logic devices (so-called “soft”
processors). The on-chip co-location of the FPGA enables the possibility of instantiating
custom secure co-processors on the chip die. But again, until such time as processorFPGA coupling allows expansion of the instruction set for co-processor instruction calls
to FPGA-based resources, communications with the co-processor can only occur over the
on-chip memory busses. These busses do, however, enjoy physical protection within the
chip’s boundary.

Ancillary Hardware
Ancillary hardware mechanisms are surveyed in the following categories: encryption,
secure data storage, hardware monitors, anti-tamper, debug/self-test protection, sidechannel attack mitigation and secure peripherals. These mechanisms are generally static
in that they are predefined by the manufacturer in the processor design and cannot be
modified by the system designer.
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Encryption
A wide range of encryption techniques have been proposed to provide the core security
properties to code and data -- confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation [25]. Cryptography has generally been applied in embedded systems by
providing on-chip cryptographic acceleration and defining a security perimeter or trust
boundary to enforce confidentiality [26].

This boundary is typically the processor

package protecting the off-chip memory interface [27] from observation or the network
interface [28] protecting public communication. A secure boundary may also be defined
over a subset of the processor on-chip resources, such as a memory region. These regions
can then be used to enforce digital rights management (DRM)[29] or store encryption
keys and hash values [30]. This form of boundary allows static and run-time signatures
to be constructed that verify code and data integrity. The availability of encryption
hardware also allows embedded systems designers to contemplate the use of higher-level
communications protocols, providing authentication and non-repudiation [31].

Unfortunately, encryption is generally viewed as a high-overhead stage in the
performance-critical memory-to-processor pathway [27].

In practice, designers have

used encryption judiciously to protect only the most sensitive data, accepting modest
performance overheads only on specific operations, Some early research systems, such as
XOM [32] and AEGIS [33] investigated encryption of all stored data but resulted in
performance penalties in the 40%-60% range for memory-intensive applications.
Minimizing the impact of encryption and signature verification techniques has thus
become an active area of research. Recent architectures providing full code and data
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protection indicate a relatively modest 15% performance overhead [34]. An in-depth
survey of the state of the art in hardware cryptography mechanisms in embedded systems
is provided in [27].

Hardware encryption resources are increasingly present in embedded processors, but the
majority of the operating systems (and communications protocol stacks supporting
encrypted communications) have yet to incorporate them due to the diversity of the
mechanisms from vendor to vendor. Dynamic instantiation in the FPGA logic allows a
generic encryption engine specification to be deployed across all FPGA logic devices
(provided sufficient FPGA resources are available). This approach would also allow
cryptographic engines to adapt to emerging cryptography methods and techniques, and
there is evidence that FPGA-based cryptographic engines that are optimized for a specific
key can outperform silicon-level implementations that, necessarily, must support
arbitrary keys.

Secure Data Storage
Key management is the cornerstone for any security system founded on cryptographic
techniques. Key storage schemes in microcontroller-scale systems typically utilize a
small on-chip memory, implemented using battery-backed registers, RAM or on-chip
EEPROM/flash [35]. More sophisticated systems often utilize one-time programmable
(OTP) ROMs or fused storage for unique, factory-set keys and on-chip RAM for system
and user key storage [36, 37].

OTP and fuse keys may be inaccessible from non-

privileged processor levels or from software entirely. Volatile key storage mechanisms
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typically include an automatic, hardware-based erase feature. Memory erase can be
triggered by a simple tamper input signal [35] or a dedicated security controller
monitoring for multiple tamper events, including physical, clock, voltage, and protected
memory access attacks [36, 37]. Some volatile storage mechanisms provide large blocks
of memory for sensitive user data. As with key stores, security controllers can manage
this memory and access is typically restricted to privileged processor levels.

Methods also exist for automatically generating unique keys in hardware, eliminating the
need to store plain-text keys directly. Physical random functions, also referred to as
physical unclonable functions (PUFs), leverage process variation in a complex physical
system to provide unique, implementation-specific responses to input values
(“challenges”) [38]. A PUF tightly coupled with tamper-resistant control logic can be
challenged by the PUF’s control logic to generate sensitive key data only when required.
Key observation by invasive methods can be further thwarted by tightly coupling the
PUF with tamper-resistant control logic [39]. The early AEGIS processor utilized a
comparison function based on multiple ring oscillators, at varying frequencies, to
generate unique encryption keys [33]. PUFs are an active area of research, and an
excellent survey of the state of the art is provided in [40].

Systems employing encryption and secure data storage mechanisms are further able to
provide “secure boot” or “trusted boot” services [41] to operating systems by building
upon boot image integrity and run-time assurance. Operating system images are typically
stored in encrypted form. Cryptographic keys and hashes required to authenticate and
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decode the image are stored in on-chip secure storage – either non-volatile mechanisms
or in battery-backed, tamper resistant on-chip RAM.

On reset, the processor uses a vendor specific zero-stage bootloader that validates,
decrypts, and transfers control to an operating system specific bootloader. This firststage bootloader then extends the base of trust by validating, decrypting, and transferring
control to the operating system kernel. This sequence of extending trust continues
through subsequent stages of the boot process, launching device drivers, system services,
and user processes [42].

Secure boot relies on the assumption that the zero-stage

bootloader, responsible for the initial validation and decryption step, supports known
assertions of security [25]. One method to establish this base of trust in embedded
systems it to store the zero-stage bootloader in read-only memory that is not accessible
after the zero-stage bootloader terminates, as is done in Freescale’s i.MX53 and Xilinx’s
Zynq architectures.

Secure data storage is readily possible with hybrid processor-FPGA systems, as is the
ability to generate random keys in the FPGA fabric. Key stores can be instantiated in
FPGA-logic memory resources, and private keys need never be exposed on the processor
system busses if cryptographic engines supporting key verification are also instantiated in
the FPGA logic. Key generation can be supported through random number generation
algorithms executing in the fabric or making use of entropy sources exclusive to the
FPGA logic (such as the analog to digital converter in the Xilinx Zynq – which is directly
accessible by the FPGA logic).
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Hardware Monitors
Hardware monitors observe internal processor components, such as the execution
pipeline or memory bus, and generate alerts if a rule or assertion is violated [43-45]. At
one extreme, monitors may observe the state of a single security bit. At the other extreme,
dedicated processors are used to implement a policy engine with user-defined rules for
generating alerts. These schemes can defeat broad classes of buffer-overflow and other
memory corruption attacks.

The security bit approach generally augments memory, caches, or registers. The bit
cannot be modified by software and is used to assert the authenticity of the associated
data or program code word. In Secure Bit [46] the additional bit is used to discern
hardware stacked return addresses from data stacked by user code. Return addresses
from function calls and interrupt entries are flagged in hardware by setting the bit. Usergenerated stack data is not flagged, nor can the bit be set or cleared with software
instructions. Control flow return operations may only return to trusted addresses flagged
by the hardware. Similar approaches are taken in MINOS [47] to protect all control flow
data and in Tainted Pointer [48] to mark all data from user input devices (e.g. network,
file system, keyboard etc.). In all instances the processor generates an exception any time
an un-trusted address enters the program counter or untrusted code enters the instruction
pipeline.
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StackGhost [49] is an intermediate approach that leverages the Sparc processor’s ability
to generate an interrupt when stacking while initiating a function call. StackGhost uses
this facet to add additional information onto the stack that can be used to authenticate the
stack’s contents upon function return. This can be achieved by “in-place keying” i.e.
adding a hash to provide a signature associated with the stack frame. Alternatively, the
stack frame can be copied into a private copy that allows validation.

While these

approaches did not require dedicated hardware on the Sparc processor, they are
applicable to other processors with minimal hardware modification.

Dedicated processors, such as those described by Arora et al. [50] implement a
sophisticated hardware-only monitoring system. This system compares a program’s
execution with a call-graph generated from prior runs of the program representing ground
truth. SHIELD [51] enhances this technique by adding monitor awareness through
software that requires periodic interaction with the application being observed. These
approaches detect deviations from the expected behavior associated with code injection
the instant program control vectors to malicious code.

Processor pipeline and register-level inspection cannot be supported by current hybrid
processor-FPGA architectures, but processor memory space and processor memory
access (where bus traffic is visible to the FPGA, or the FPGA acts as an external memory
controller) are possible. Chapter 5 explores the concept of an FPGA-based hardware
monitor implementation in detail.
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Anti-Tamper and Tamper Detection
Hardware tamper detection mechanisms address broad classes of physical attacks. Noninvasive tampering includes varying environmental factors, such as the device
temperature in the cold-boot attack [52], or introducing power and external device I/O pin
glitches to disrupt normal program execution. Invasive tampering involves revealing the
silicon die within a package and observing, measuring, and/or altering data on busses, in
registers, and in memory. Invasive attacks can be carried out using UV light, microprobing, lasers, and focused ion beams.

Several excellent surveys are available to provide a general introduction to tampering and
the associated countermeasures [53-56]. Hardware mechanisms to redress non-invasive
tampering include monitors for detecting temperature changes, voltage glitches, and
clock frequency stability [57].

Hardware mechanisms protecting against invasive

tampering include light sensors, opaque coatings and protective meshes.

Protective

meshes may be light sensitive or capacitive and detect the absence of a cover or the
presence of probes respectively [56]. Meshes may also be difficult to remove without
creating an open or short circuit condition in the mesh apparent to the processor [58].

Standard hardware error detection techniques, based on bit-level redundancy, such as
parity checking, or the use of hamming and ECC codes, may be leveraged for tamper
detection and to operate through malicious activity. At the system-level, alteration of
processor behavior or program flow can be mitigated by hardware component and subsystem redundancy. These techniques use output difference comparisons to detect
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tampering or voting processes to correctly operate through tampering. These methods all
assume that only one of the replicated components is under attack at any one time [53].

Side channel attacks are a special form of non-invasive physical attack in which power
supply current, electromagnetic radiation or acoustic emanations reveal system secrets.
Side channel attacks came to the fore when Kocher et al. [59] demonstrated the ability to
extract secret keys from tamper-resistant devices in 1999. Numerous surveys of this form
of attack and the associated countermeasures have already been conducted [60-62]. The
goal in any countermeasure is to reduce the correlation between the leaked signal and the
processor’s underlying intended behavior.

General hardware obfuscation techniques

have evolved to reduce this correlation. These include randomized instruction execution,
voltage and frequency scaling (RDVFS) [63], power-consumption leveling [64], and
emitted signal masking with unused oscillators and hardware shielding [65].

In general, anti-tamper countermeasures aim to increase attacker workload in terms of
both the attacker’s detailed knowledge and sophistication, and the cost and sophistication
of the attack equipment.

They do not, however, guarantee security and numerous

examples of designed-in backdoors, basic vulnerabilities to alternate attack vectors, and
design oversights exist in the literature.

Debug / Self-test Protection
Factory test and debugging interfaces provide complete access to the internals of an
embedded system processor. This level of access makes these interfaces a high-value
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target for attackers.

IEEE 1149.1 Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan

Architecture (“JTAG”) [66] is one of the most widely used in embedded systems for
programming, debugging and test in product development and production, and a wide
variety of tools for accessing JTAG interfaces are readily available.

A number of mechanisms exist to secure these interfaces. One-time fuses are typically
employed to disable the interface once production programming and test is completed.
This approach, while optimally secure, prevents field access for diagnostic and repair
work.

Alternate approaches include controlling access to the interface using

authentication mechanisms or limiting access to non-secure portions of the processor.
Silicon vendors may implement them directly: Freescale’s iMX processor family
supports multiple levels of authenticated debug port access: open, limited, and access
protected. Alternatively, SoC designers may license 3rd party IP to secure their debug
interfaces: Discretix, for example, offers the Secure Debug Module, DxSDM.
Unfortunately, many of the lower-end microprocessors do not provide protection on the
factory interface and instead rely on internal mechanisms, such as on-chip flash
protection, or physical security to restrict access to sensitive data.

While existing mechanisms for completely disabling the debug interfaces are generally
sufficient – when available and used correctly – they eliminate the manufacturer’s ability
to access the processor through debug for maintenance, diagnostic, and repair work.
Tightly coupled FPGA logic creates the opportunity to dynamically instantiate debug
interfaces when needed (or to instantiate controllers for still-functional on-chip debug
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capabilities behind a disabled JTAG interface). The latter technique could enable full
debug capabilities, and creates opportunities to explore FPGA-based use of the debug
interface for processor internal state monitoring or forensics uses.

Table 2: Summary of Ancillary Hardware Mechanisms

Mechanism	
  

OS	
  

Performance	
  

Attacker	
  

Integration	
  

Overhead	
  

Workload	
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  Encryption	
  

specialty	
  

moderate-‐high	
  

high	
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  Encryption	
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moderate-‐high	
  

high	
  

Secure	
  Boot	
  

specialty	
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high	
  

Hardware	
  Monitors	
  

specialty	
  

low	
  

moderate	
  

Stack	
  Keying	
  

specialty	
  

low	
  

moderate	
  

Process	
  Flow	
  Monitoring	
  

research	
  

low	
  

high	
  

Tamper	
  -‐	
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none	
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  -‐	
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  -‐	
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  -‐	
  Mesh	
  

specialty	
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Redundancy	
  

specialty	
  

low	
  

high	
  

RDVFS	
  

specialty	
  

low	
  

high	
  

leveling	
  

specialty	
  

none	
  

high	
  

RF	
  masking	
  

specialty	
  

none	
  

high	
  

n/a	
  

none	
  

high	
  

power-‐consumption	
  

Debug	
  access	
  restriction	
  

Table 2 shows that the attacker workload associated with ancillary hardware mechanisms
is generally high, and with limited performance impacts. Unfortunately adoption of these
techniques in commercial hardware is limited due to the resource requirements or
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application-specific specialization of the hardware. The ability to dynamically instantiate
ancillary security mechanisms such as these, when needed, could greatly improve the
utility of these mechanisms.

System Architectures
Secure system architectures define chip-wide security implementations encompassing
both the processor design and ancillary peripherals.
ARM TrustZone
In addition to the TrustZone secure virtual processor described in the processor design
section above, a TrustZone enabled AMBA3 AXI bus prevents Normal World access to
all TrustZone enabled resources (e.g. on-chip peripherals) on the AXI bus configured for
use by the Secure World mode of the processor. The AXI bus supports the two worlds by
providing control signals for read protection (ARPROT) and write protection (AWPROT).
These bits are low for secure read/write operations, and high for normal read/write
operations. Cache controllers and Memory Management Units are extended to facilitate
securing memory resources (on and off-chip). In systems with on-chip tightly coupled
memories (TCMs), the TCMs can also be secured at the block level.

ARM’s Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) does not support these extra control signals, so
the AXI to APB bridge provides security protection for peripherals on the APB bus. The
flexibility of ARM’s approach allows the developer to determine which on-chip
resources to secure on an application-by-application basis.
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In a typical configuration the processor is configured to handle the FIQ interrupt signal in
Secure World and the IRQ interrupt in Normal World. All transitions between worlds
continue to occur by way of the monitor mode, but the transitions occur automatically as
necessary to handle incoming interrupt. A TrustZone aware interrupt controller (TZIC)
protects interrupt configuration for secure peripherals and routes interrupts from interrupt
sources configured for the Secure World to the processor’s FIQ interrupt signal and
interrupt sources configured for the Normal World to the processor’s IRQ interrupt signal.

Secure Processors:
Secure processors are the primary system processor in a given design, and rich in
proprietary security features.

These processors are typically microcontroller scale

architectures used at high volume in financial transaction, data storage and authentication
token products, which collectively are often referred to as smartcard applications.

MIPS and ARM both offer architectures targeting smartcard products. MIPS provides
the SmartMIPS Application-Specific Extension (ASE) [67] to enhance MIPS32
Architecture Releases 1 and 2 with the smaller 1k page sizes and independent Read,
Write and Execute bits found in MIPS Architecture Release 3. SmartMIPS ASE also
extends the MIPS32 instruction set to support improved cryptography performance.
ARM provides the SecureCore processors, SC300, SC100 and SC000 based on the
Cortex-M3, ARM7 and Cortex-M0 architectures respectively. Further insights into ARM
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SecureCore and SmartMIPS ASE security features require non-disclosure agreements
with their respective owners; little information is available in the public domain.

Off-chip Processors
Off-chip processors are in physically separate packages from the primary processor(s) in
the system.

One of the most widely adopted off-chip security processors in use today is the Trusted
Platform Modules (TPM).

TPMs are commonly used in laptops, desktops, servers,

printers and network storage systems, to provide security services to the primary system
processor. The TPM specification [68] is managed by the Trusted Computing Group
(TCG), a consortium of technology industry leaders formed to “develop, define and
promote open, vendor-neutral, industry standards for trusted computing building blocks
and software interfaces across multiple platforms.” TPMs include multiple cryptographic
services (encryption, decryption, key and random number generation, key storage),
platform configuration storage, power state monitoring, and data integrity signature
storage.

Off-chip security processor approaches are appropriate for general-purpose computers
(laptops, workstations, servers) where physical security limits the requirement for
protection against even rudimentary laboratory attacks. This is not common in embedded
systems; as such off-chip solutions are not given further consideration in this thesis.
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Summary
This chapter has shown that many of the core processor designs prevalent in general
purpose processors (privilege levels, memory protection, hypervisor support) are present
or emerging in embedded system processors and that they are well supported by 3rd party
operating systems.

A wide range of ancillary hardware mechanisms exist but the highly application specific
nature of embedded systems and stringent design constraints make selection of the
optimal mixture of hardware security mechanisms particularly challenging for the
processor designer. The high variability of ancillary security mechanisms from silicon
vendor to silicon vendor further thwarts broad adoption by 3rd-party operating system
vendors, often leaving application developers the unfamiliar task of bringing up
specialized security hardware.

Overarching security architectures seek to coordinate and integrate security mechanisms
between the processor and ancillary hardware security feature sets, but they too have yet
to receive broad adoption.

Hardware mechanisms benefit the design by offloading the processor and improving
processor performance and power efficiency, but they are necessarily static. The advent
of tightly coupled FPGA logic on the processor die creates a unique opportunity to
combine the benefits of hardware implementation with the flexibility of compile and runtime configuration.
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Chapter 3: Hardware Hiding Core Control Logic and Data Structures
The objective is to increase attacker workload by moving core components of an
operating system’s kernel into FPGA fabric, decreasing kernel visibility even if attacker
code is elevated to the highest processor privilege level. Two design studies in this
chapter explore migration of an operating system’s scheduler and message passing
components into FPGA logic. The BEAR operating system is used in this work, but the
methods are applicable to operating systems in general. In both studies the software
approach is explained in detail, and software performance is characterized as a baseline
measurement for assessing hardware implementation costs. The hardware approach is
then introduced and characterized, such that comparisons can be made and conclusions
drawn.

BEAR Operating System
For several decades the computer security community has focused on intrusion detection
as a mitigation technique for computer network attacks. There are three dominant
approaches that have emerged based on detecting signatures, anomalies, and deviant
behaviors. The first does not capture zero-day attacks that have not been encountered
previously. The second is ineffective against nation state attacks: not all anomalies are
malicious (i.e. high false positives) and not all malicious activities are anomalous
(stealth). Behavioral approaches typically depend on detection techniques that require
considerable a priori information.
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BEAR OS’s approach is to completely ignore detection: instead the focus is on increasing
attacker workload: effectively making targets unattractive to an attacker by virtue of the
combination of a large variety of mitigation techniques thus increasing time, cost, and
expertise required to conduct surveillance, gain access, and persist on the operating
system. BEAR is a clean-slate, resilient operating system that incorporates these
mitigation techniques.

Unlike traditional approaches to computer security, BEAR makes no attempt to detect
intrusions. Instead, BEAR continually validates, preserves, and re-establishes a trusted
computing environment [4].

This is a fundamental break from decades of operating system security practices.
Traditional approaches strive to assert a static, hardware base-of-trust during
development at all manufacturing layers: hardware design, fabrication, and assembly. On
system start-up this static hardware base of trust is extended into software through a
layered bootstrapping process that attempts to validate lower layers and inductively assert
integrity as control is transferred across trusted code to the operating system [69].
Traditional approaches then strive to maintain runtime integrity through security
mechanisms and policies implemented in both hardware and software. The cost to reestablish trust with hardware and software updates after an exploit is identified can be
significant.
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BEAR utilizes multiple, overlapping, non-deterministic techniques to continually reestablish trust.

This is achieved by dynamically regenerating core components of

distributed computations and their underlying execution environment at multiple levels
(Figure 9): the hypervisor re-establishes trust in the kernel by randomly discarding it and
reloading it from a read-only gold-standard or an out of band channel; the kernel
reestablishes trust in potentially compromised device drivers through the same
mechanism. Applications are prevented from privilege escalation through refresh of the
kernel. Persistence is mitigated at all levels by refresh. Changing network properties at
each refresh mitigates surveillance.

The ability to reverse engineer, introspect, or dynamically patch code is prevented
through three techniques: load-time diversity, memory encryption, and hardware hiding –
the contributions made by the work in this thesis.

Figure 9: Dynamic Regeneration in BEAR OS

There has been considerable study of vulnerability rates in open-source software. These
indicated that vulnerabilities due to programming error occur with frequency of 80
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vulnerabilities per million lines of code [6]. It is precisely the complexity of modern
monolithic operating systems that induces these defect rates. BEAR is based on the
notion of minimizing the attack surface by placing heavy constraints on trusted code:
making the inner rings of the operating system as small as possible in lines of code. This
objective is also achieved through hardware hiding, as hardware-based implementations
further reduce the operating system’s footprint in processor-visible memory.

BEAR on ARM Architectures
The first design effort of this thesis was to port BEAR from its native Intel architecture
onto the ARM processor architectures, which include multiple variants within each
architectural family. Current generation ARM processors fall into three families: the
Cortex-A, Cortex-R and Cortex-M processors. Unlike Intel and AMD, ARM does not
manufacture their processor designs. ARM licenses the processor architectures to silicon
vendors, who supplement the ARM processor with proprietary and/or 3rd party hardware
resources such as memory controllers, input-output and communications peripherals, and
advanced power management capabilities. This further diversifies the hardware support
necessary to run BEAR on ARM-based systems.

Cortex A,R,M Architectures
Cortex-A family processors are application processors commonly found in smart phones,
tablets, and small single-board general-purpose computers. These processors include
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virtual memory managers and typically include high-performance on-chip multimedia
and connectivity peripherals.

The Cortex-M family contains a broad spectrum of general-purpose microcontroller
offerings (M0, M1, M3, M4, M7). The Cortex-R family is highly similar to the CortexM family, adding functionality to the Cortex-M design that is essential to hard real-time
and safety-critical applications (such as ECC memory and memory protection units).
Both processor families target embedded systems. They provide sophisticated interrupt
handling and are typically configured with industrial and/or automation communications
interfaces, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog peripherals, timers, and (if present)
limited display capabilities.

Memory protection and ECC logic are common in Cortex-R family processors, but rarely
found in Cortex-M family processors.

Neither the Cortex-M nor the Cortex-R

architectures support virtual memory, though cache-like hierarchical memory
implementations are on the rise as microcontroller clock-rates increase. Cortex-R family
processors typically boast higher maximum clock rates and superscalar architectures,
giving them a significant performance advantage over their Cortex-M family processor
counterparts, though the Cortex-M architectures are advancing in this direction as well.

ARM.BEAR
ARM.BEAR strives to support both the Cortex-A and Cortex-M architectures despite
their unique register, mode, memory management, and interrupt handling characteristics.
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As can be seen in Figure 10, both architectures provide thirteen general purpose registers,
r0-r12, and assign the same special functionality to the remaining registers r13 (stack
pointer), r14 (link register – containing the return address on branch calls), and r15
(program counter). Both architectures also provide for limited register banking when
modes are switched – a banked register is unique to each mode whereas unbanked
registers are common across all modes. The architectures also support a minimum of two
processor modes with associated capabilities to restrict use of processor state-altering
instructions and, when memory protection units and virtual memory management are
available and configured, to restrict read/write/execute memory access as described in
Chapter 2’s Processor Design section.

Figure 10: ARM Cortex Registers and Modes
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The ARM Cortex-M architecture provides a privileged “handler” mode intended for
specialty RTOS or “bare-metal” applications in which OS-like services are integrated
directly into the application. The Cortex-M architecture’s unprivileged user mode is
called “thread” mode, as these processors have not traditionally targeted user-interactive
or multi-user uses. Transition from “thread” mode to “handler” mode is initiated in code
with the svc (supervisor call) instruction. The transition occurs automatically when the
processor receives an interrupt signal. BEAR.ARM uses thread mode for user code
execution and unprivileged operating system code execution. BEAR.ARM uses handler
mode for privileged operating system code execution and interrupt handling.

The ARM Cortex-A architecture provides a single “user” mode intended for unprivileged
user code execution and multiple modes for privileged execution. The “supervisor”
(SVC) mode is typically used for privileged execution of operating system code and
device drivers, with transition from user mode to supervisor mode again initiated by the
svc

instruction. Two privileged modes support interrupt handling, “IRQ” and “FIQ” –

the latter providing additional register banking and faster interrupt handler code entry
features to increase interrupt service responsiveness. Two of the remaining privileged
modes are for processor exception handling, “ABT” for memory access violations, and
“UND” for undefined instruction execution. The “MON” mode supports ARM’s security
architecture, TrustZone, introduced in Chapter 2’s System Architectures section.
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On ARM Cortex-A processors BEAR.ARM uses user mode for user code execution and
unprivileged operating system code execution. BEAR.ARM uses supervisor mode for
privileged operating system code execution and it uses IRQ mode for interrupt handling.

Supported Platforms – Cortex-M Architecture
Initial porting efforts explored the ARM Cortex-M architecture using the ST
Microelectronics STM32F series microcontrollers on the STM3210C-EVAL (Figure 11).
This board uses the STM32F107VC ARM Cortex-M3 processor, which was the state of
the art at the time of this effort (late 2012). The STM32F107VC incorporates 256kB of
flash, 64kB of RAM, and on-chip Ethernet. This platform enabled exploration of multiple
approaches to implementing BEAR on the ARM processor family without the additional
complications of the more sophisticated ARM Cortex-A processor, though since these
early activities the need for BEAR.ARM on the Cortex-M processor has evolved rapidly
– this is considered further in the Conclusions and Future Work chapter.

Figure 11: STM3210C-EVAL Development Board
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Supported Platforms – Cortex-A Architecture
BEAR.ARM development for the Cortex-A architecture occurred concurrently on the
Freescale i.MX53 (Cortex-A8) and Xilinx-Zynq (ARM Cortex-A9mp) processors.
Development for the i.MX53 processor was performed on the Freescale i.MX53 Quick
Start Board (Figure 12). Development for the Xilinx Zynq processor is performed on
Avnet’s ZedBoard (Figure 13), which incorporates the ZC7020 version of the Xilinx
Zynq.

Figure 12: Freescale i.MX53 Quick Start Board

Figure 13: Avnet ZedBoard (Xilinx Zynq ZC7020)

The Intel variant of BEAR OS supports a number of innovative software-based security
methods that have been developed over the years through the broader research efforts of
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our group. The BEAR.ARM porting effort conducted under this thesis only transitioned
BEAR OS functionality necessary to support research objectives conducted on ARM
processors, though efforts were made to port additional functionality from the Intel
variant (described further in the Conclusions and Future Work chapter).

System Startup
The code base is divided among three top-level folders:

~/kernel/

Platform independent BEAR.ARM kernel code

~/user/

User-space platform-independent BEAR.ARM code

~/<platform>/

Platform specific startup & drivers.

System start-up on both processor families begins in ~/<platform>/init.S.

The

STM32F107VC used on the STM3210C-EVAL development platform provides both onchip RAM (64kB) and flash memory (256kB) resources. Code, including the interrupt
vector table, is stored in flash memory and executed from flash memory. The
STM32F107VC processor begins executing init.S immediately out of reset.

The

platform-specific linker script specifies appropriate code layout in system flash such that,
out of reset, the vector table points to the reset_handler routine in init.S. The reset
handler explicitly disables system interrupts (most processors reset with interrupts
disabled by default), initializes the main stack pointer, copies data and bss sections of the
program image into RAM to prepare the system to execute code developed in C, and
hands off control to a C-based kernel initialization function kinit().
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The Cortex-A family processors in the i.MX53 and Zynq devices do not include on-chip
flash. An on-chip ROM-based boot-loader is configured, by means of chip pin voltage
settings, to load the BEAR.ARM program image from a multitude of possible off-chip
boot sources into on-chip SRAM. In development BEAR.ARM is loaded directly into
SRAM via a hardware debug module, though booting BEAR OS from an SD card image
is also supported on both the i.MX53 and Xilinx Zynq targets. When the ROM-based
boot-loader finishes loading an image into RAM, control is transferred to the reset
handler specified by the vector table. On Cortex-A architectures, BEAR.ARM’s vector
table and reset handler are again specified in init.S. The first activity performed during
BEAR.ARM startup is to initialize and run the scheduler.

Scheduler
The scheduler’s job is to share the processing core(s) among multiple processes. This is
typically performed by associating a process context block with each process.

A

scheduling algorithm then determines when it is time to halt a currently executing process,
save the processor state to the currently executing process’s state to its associated context
block, and select another process for execution. Once the next process is selected its
associated process state is loaded into the processor and processor control is given to the
next process.

On system startup at least one process is typically loaded into a “process ready queue”,
the data structure responsible for holding the list of processes eligible for execution. In
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the absence of anything useful to do systems will either “sleep” – often the case in powersensitive applications – or an idle task will provide the scheduler with a guarantee that at
least one runnable task is available per processing core.

In the studies that follow a minimum of four arbitrary user processes are populated in the
ready queue prior to the first context switch. The scheduler switches at a rate slow
enough (0.5 seconds) that each process can identify itself via a system console each time
the scheduler selects and runs it on an available core.

Software Implementation
The scheduler’s primary data structures consist of “currently executing process”
identifiers for each core in the system and a “ready to run queue”, based on a generic
queue structure with internal synchronization mechanisms to support concurrency. The
Xilinx Zynq has two cores, so two curproc[] entries are required:
static void *readyq;
/* The queue of ready-to-run processes */
static Proc_t *curproc[NPROCS]; /* One for each core */

The queue contains process descriptors for each process. The process descriptor keeps
track of the process’s stack, unique process ID, and a pointer to a pending message, if any,
on the next recv() call (described later in this chapter). When the process is not running
the process’s state is saved in its own stack; the stack pointer sp and stack base sb
contained in the process descriptor are all that are required to restore the process’s
context on context restore:
typedef struct Proc_s {
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uint32_t *sp;
uint32_t *sb;
int pid;
Message_t *recvp;
} Proc_t;

/*
/*
/*
/*

stack pointer */
stack base */
process id */
received message */

Processes are added to the scheduler’s ready queue by creating a stack for the process in
the kernel’s memory space and populating the new process’s stack with the process’s
initialization context. Once populated, the process descriptor is added to the ready queue:
void kscheduler_addproc(uint32_t *proc) {
int32_t counter;
Proc_t *p;
uint32_t *stack_top;
/* create a process descriptor and zero it out */
p = (Proc_t*)kmalloc(sizeof(Proc_t));
memset(p,0,sizeof(Proc_t));
/* Create a stack for the process */
p->sb = (uint32_t*)kmalloc(STACK_SIZE*sizeof(uint32_t));
stack_top = p->sb + STACK_SIZE;
p->sp = stack_top;
/*
* Link register on process start should be NULL - in case the process
* tries to exit we pre-populate this with a fault handler
*/
*(--(p->sp)) = (uint32_t)&kscheduler_procfault;
/* Load top of process stack into r13 */
*(--(p->sp)) = (uint32_t)stack_top;
/* Load dummy values into {r12->r0} for debugging context switching */
for( counter = 12; counter >= 0; counter-- ) {
*(--(p->sp)) = ((pid_counter&0x0f)<<4)+counter;
}
/*
* Load the process's code entry point
*
* NOTE: when context switching in the
* ISR mode's {r14/lr}. On ISR exit 4
* stuffed into the user mode's PC, so
*/
*(--(p->sp)) = (uint32_t)proc+4;

into {r15/pc}
ISR this value gets loaded into
is subtracted from this value and
artificially increment it by 4.

/*
* CPSR of 0x10 = user mode, interrupts enabled.
* CPSR or 0x1f = system mode (priveleged user mode), ints enabled.
*/
*(--(p->sp)) = 0x00000010;
/* Increment the global pid_counter for the next "newproc" */
p->pid = pid_counter++;
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qput(readyq,(void*)p);
}

Only the first of the Xilinx Zynq’s dual cores execute code out of reset. The second core
is halted on the ARM assembly instruction wfe (wait for event). Scheduler initialization
is performed with BEAR.ARM running on the single core active out of reset. The reset
handler first sets up stacks for each execution mode and, leaving the processor in the
SVC (supervisor) mode, prepares memory to run C code:
proc0_init:
reset_handler:
main: /* For xilinx debugger - IDE debugger init searches for this */
/* Switch between the various modes and initialize stack pointers */
/* When finished with this block, we'll be in the */
/* supervisor(privledged user) mode */
/* NOTE: this also disables interrupts in each mode */
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_IRQ)
ldr sp, =__proc0_irq_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_FIQ)
ldr sp, =__proc0_fiq_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_ABORT)
ldr sp, =__proc0_abt_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_UNDEFINED)
ldr sp, =__proc0_und_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_SYSTEM)
ldr sp, =__proc0_sys_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_SVC)
ldr sp, =__proc0_svc_stack
/* Clear the .bss section (zero init) */
ldr r1, =__sbss
ldr r2, =__ebss
mov r3, #0
clearbss:
cmp r1, r2
stmialt r1!,{r3}
blt clearbss

The reset handler then populates the second core’s vector table with a custom reset
handler, proc1_init, but it does not start the second core at this time. The reset handler
then calls the C routine kinit() to initialize the scheduler and populate the ready queue
using kscheduler_addproc() described above.
/* Set up the "reset vector table" for proc1, so when a "send event" is */
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/* sent
ldr r0,
ldr r1,
str r1,
dsb

to proc1 it vectors to proc1_init */
=PROC1_RESET_VECTOR_TABLE
=proc1_init
[r0]
/* Make sure write completes before sev executes! */

bl kinit /* call kinit() */

After the queue structure is initialized and start-up processes are added to the queue, the
second processor is started with the sev (send event) instruction, and the first core
branches to krun():
/* start other processors - multicore! */
sev
/* transfer control to the kernel */
b krun

The second core’s vector table points at proc1_init, which sets up unique stacks for
each of that core’s modes, then jumps directly to krun():
proc1_init:
/* Switch between the various modes and initialize stack pointers */
/* When finished we'll be in the supervisor (privledged user) mode */
/* NOTE: this also disables interrupts in each of these modes */
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_IRQ)
ldr sp, =__proc1_irq_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_FIQ)
ldr sp, =__proc1_fiq_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_ABORT)
ldr sp, =__proc1_abt_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_UNDEFINED)
ldr sp, =__proc1_und_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_SYSTEM)
ldr sp, =__proc1_sys_stack
msr CPSR, #(CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ | CPSR_MODE_SVC)
ldr sp, =__proc1_svc_stack
b krun

The krun() routine initializes each core’s L1 instruction and data caches and configures
the snoop controller to maintain coherency between the caches since we are in a
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symmetric multi-processing configuration. BEAR.ARM requires a single, periodic timer
interrupt to call the scheduler.

The Cortex-A architecture specification mandates a

private timer associated with each processor core. Interrupts from these timers are used
to initiate context switching on the associated cores by the software scheduler, so their
interrupts are mapped from the private timer hardware to the processor’s IRQ interrupt
signal. After initializing the performance monitor, used for execution time measurements
in the studies that follow, the scheduler loads the first process in the ready queue and
switches context to begin process execution by calling kscheduler_run():
/*
* Called for each core from init.S after enabling any remaining cores
*/
void krun(void){
/*
* Enable the L1 instruction and data caches * Also sets L1 caches/snoop controller to SMP mode
*/
cache_init();
/* Map private_timer interrupts to IRQ */
GIC_init();
/* Enable the performance monitor - also enables user-mode access */
perfmon_init();
/* Launch the scheduler */
#ifdef SWSCHEDULER
kscheduler_run();
#else
hwscheduler_run();
#endif
/* should never get here */
while(1);
}

The kscheduler_run() routine configures the private timer to call the core’s scheduler
every 0.5 seconds, retrieves the next ready process from the queue (recall the queue has
internal synchronization mechanisms to support concurrency), and switches into the
process’s context.

Schedulers on each core run independently, maintaining their
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associated curproc[] entry as they switch processes using the CURPROC macro.
CURPROC points to the appropriate curproc[] entry for the core executing the macro
by interrogating an identification register unique to each processor:
#define CURPROC (curproc[kcpuid_get_cpuid()])
void kscheduler_run(void){
/*
* Configure the private timer to fire every 500 milliseconds.
* Interrupts are enabled on exit from kscheduler_proc_restore
*/
private_timer_init(500);
private_timer_run();
CURPROC = qget(readyq);
/* Note, assumes in privileged mode (SVC/System) out of reset */
kscheduler_proc_init(CURPROC->sp);
}

Context switching consists of five general operations, initiated by the timer interrupt:
1.

(ACK) Acknowledge the interrupt initiating context switch.

2.

(SAVE) Save current process’s state (17 registers).

3.

(SWAP) Store process at tail of ready queue; retrieve next process from head of ready queue.

4.

(RESTORE) Restore next process’s state.

5.

(CLEAR) Clear the timer interrupt.

The kscheduler_proc_init() function call jumps mid-way through the full contextswitch assembly routine, artificially switching the executing core into its interrupt mode
as if the entry occurred due to an interrupt, and performs steps #4 and #5 of the full
context switch outlined above.

The IRQ processor mode has two banked registers

(Figure 10), the stack pointer (r13) and the link register (r14) which must be considered.

In kscheduler_proc_init, the IRQ mode’s stack pointer is first saved to RAM and the
pending process’s stack pointer is put in its place (recall process context is saved in the
process’s stack). The ldmia instruction performs a “load multiple registers” from the
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pending process’s stack pointer, now in r13, to populate the rest of the register. The first
ldmia

call loads r0 (a temporary register) with the pending process’s current processor

status register (CPSR) and r14 (link register).

The CPSR contains the usual Zero,

Negative, and Carry flags, as well as interrupt enable/disable status and a few other
processor-specific state flags. In IRQ mode the processor preserves the User Mode
CPSR in the saved processor status register (SPSR); the User Mode CPSR is
automatically restored from the SPSR on mode switch, so the msr instruction moves the
pending process’s CPSR into the current mode’s SPSR. Similarly, r14 (link register)
contains the address to return to on a branch return (ARM handles interrupt service
routine returns just like regular branch returns). Thus on branch return the processor will
resume execution in the pending process’s program text.
/* r0 contains a pointer to a process context block, stored on a */
/* process's private stack. (kscheduler_run() calls into this target) */
kscheduler_proc_init:
/* Switch to IRQ mode - proc_{save/restore} assumes in IRQ handler */
msr cpsr, #(CPSR_MODE_IRQ | CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ)
kscheduler_proc_restore:
/* Will step on r14 at end of this, so okay to borrow it now */
ldr r14, =spstore
/* save the current mode's stack pointer */
str r13, [r14]
mov r13, r0
/* Replace IRQ stack pointer w/ user stack pointer */
ldmia r13!, {r0,r14} /* r0 = cpsr, r14 = ISR's link register */
msr spsr, r0
/* spsr->cpsr on exit, lr-4->pc on exit */

The second ldmia call uses the carat at the end of the register load list to indicate that the
load should populate the User Mode registers r0-r14. Only r13 (stack pointer) and r14
(link register) are banked in IRQ mode, so the current mode’s r0-r12 registers are
affected by this instruction. The hidden User mode’s r13 (stack pointer) and r14 (link
register) are updated directly.
ldmia r13, {r0-r14}^ /* restore user-mode registers */
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Finally the IRQ mode stack pointer is restored from RAM, the interrupt cleared (in the
case of kscheduler_proc_init a hardware interrupt did not occur; clearing a cleared
interrupt flag is harmless), and the branch / interrupt-handler exits by overwriting r15
(program counter) with the value stored in r14 (link register).
ldr r13, =spstore
ldr r13, [r13]

/* restore the current mode's stack pointer */

/*
* Signal the GIC dispatcher that the interrupt has been serviced.
*/
push {r0, r1}
ldr r0, =ICCEOIR
mov r1, #29
str r1, [r0]
pop {r0, r1}
subs pc, lr, #4

/* exit isr */

Hereafter the private timer initiates full context switches in response to hardware
interrupts. The private timer’s interrupt handler initiates context save and ready queue
query steps prior to restoring context, as previously described. The context save is
essentially the reverse of the context restore.
/* Save the current process context to its stack and call */
/* kscheduler_proc_switch() with the stack of the current proc */
/* passed in r0 */
kscheduler_proc_save:
.equ CPSR_MODE_SYSTEM,
0x1f
.equ CPSR_MODE_IRQ,
0x12
.equ CPSR_IRQ, 0x80
.equ CPSR_FIQ, 0x40
.equ ICCIAR,
.equ ICCEOIR,

0xF8F0010C
0xF8F00110

/* Interrupt Acknowledge Register */
/* End of Interrupt Register */

/* On interupt entry read IRQ ID from the ICCIAR.. on exit must write
* the value back to ICCEOIR
*/
push {r0, r1}
ldr r0, =ICCIAR
ldr r1, [r0]
pop {r0, r1}
/* Switch to a privileged user mode so we can switch back later */
msr cpsr, #(CPSR_MODE_SYSTEM | CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ)
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stmfd r13,{r0-r14}
mov r0, r13
sub r0, r0, #60
msr cpsr, #(CPSR_MODE_IRQ
mrs r1, spsr
stmfd r0!, {r1,r14}

/* Save (most of) user context */
/* Save user stack pointer */
/* Adjust user stack pointer for stmfd above */
| CPSR_IRQ | CPSR_FIQ) /* Switch to IRQ mode */

bl kscheduler_proc_switch /* r0 contains pointer to user stack */
b kscheduler_proc_restore

After saving the process’s context onto the process’s stack, the C function
kscheduler_proc_switch(uint32_t *sp)

is called. This function updates the process

descriptor of the current process with the current process’s stack pointer (passed to C’s
first function argument, *sp, in the ARM Embedded Application Binary Interface
specified register r0) then pushes the current process descriptor onto the tail of the ready
queue. The current process descriptor is then updated from the front of the ready queue
and the context switch is completed by kscheduler_proc_restore as previously
described.
void kscheduler_proc_switch(uint32_t *sp){
CURPROC->sp = sp;
qput( readyq, CURPROC );
CURPROC = qget(readyq);
kscheduler_proc_restore(CURPROC->sp);
}

Software Performance
Baseline performance measurements of Bear OS’s software-based scheduler were
collected executing out of both on-chip SRAM and off-chip DDR memory resources,
with the L1/L2 instruction and data caches disabled and enabled, as reported in Figure 14.
The best performance was achieved, as would reasonably be expected, from the on-chip
SRAM with caches enabled. While most contemporary operating systems execute out of
relatively slower DDR memory, the highest-performance on-chip SRAM benchmark is
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used as the software performance baseline from which hardware implementation costs
are assessed.

Figure 14: Software Context Switching Performance

Figure 14 reveals that approximately 83% of the context switching time is spent in the
“Get Next Process” (SWAP) operation, where the current process context is saved to the
ready queue with qput() and the next process is retrieved from the ready queue with
qget().

The “Get Next Process” operation is also the target for migration to FPGA logic.

The remaining operations must necessarily be performed on the processor, as they are
responsible for altering processor state.

Hardware Implementation
A generalized scheduler was implemented in the FPGA logic using a block-RAM based
hardware FIFO (Figure 15) specified in VHDL. A timer was also implemented in FPGA
logic and the interrupt mapped from the FPGA fabric into the processor Generic Interrupt
Controller to migrate from the processor-accessible private timer hardware an FPGAbased timer.
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Figure 15: Hardware Scheduler Block Diagram

Processor-FPGA coupling is facilitated by AMBA-AXI4 bus interconnects (referred to as
“ports” in the Xilinx literature) between the FPGA logic and the processing system’s
memory. In most instances the FPGA logic is intended to act as the bus master –
initiating read and write transactions on the bus interconnects (masters are indicated by
the arrow-heads in Figure 4). Note that in the Xilinx Zynq architecture the processor can
only initiate read/write transactions over two of the four general-purpose ports.

The processor initiates register-to-memory writes and memory-to-register reads when
context switching, so the hardware scheduler is implemented using the General Purpose
Ports. A set of 17 virtual registers, indicated as R’ in Figure 15, are presented to the
processor by the FPGA logic over General Purpose Port bus interface to provide the
memory address region for processor-initiated read and write targets.

This design approach is critical to the notion of “hiding in hardware”. Only the seventeen
memory addresses disclosed by the hardware monitor are visible to the processor, and
only the context information for the currently executing process is visible within these
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seventeen memory addresses. Context information for inactive processes is contained
within the FPGA’s private memory resources – inaccessible to the processing system.

The AXI protocol supports two types of interfaces: AXI4-lite and full AXI4. A key
distinction between the two interface types is support for burst transactions (Figure 16).
All AXI4 read transactions require two phases: control and data.

Read address

information is sent during the control phase, and the requested data is returned during the
data phase. All AXI4 write transactions require three phases: control, data, and response.
Write address information is sent during the control phase, and the data to write is sent
during the data phase. Transaction status (success, error) is returned in the response
phase. Burst transactions allow for multiple (up to 256 on the Xilinx Zynq) data words to
be read/written to/from sequential memory addresses. The AXI4-lite implementation
requires two cycles per word read (one for control, one for data), or 50% transaction
overhead. The full AXI4 implementation can read 256 sequential words in 256+1 cycles,
less than 0.5% overhead.
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Figure 16: AXI4-Lite and AXI4 Write Transactions

With less than 0.5% overhead, a 64-bit wide bus operating at the upper limit of the FPGA
logic’s clock capabilities (200 MHz) would yield a theoretical burst-based throughput of
approximately 12 Gbps per channel. With 50% overhead for read access the AXI-lite
implementation yields closer to 6 Gbps. For optimal data transfer performance the burst
memory reads are clearly preferred. The FPGA side of the bus interface is instantiated in
FPGA logic resources, however, so there is a higher resource utilization cost associated
with implementing the more sophisticated bus interface.

Both configurations were

therefore characterized. For comparative trials all measurements were taken using a 100
MHz FPGA clock. Default implementation constraints, representing a balance between
speed and resource utilization, were used for all comparative trials.
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The ldmia and stmfd instructions, used in the software implementation to transfer
multiple registers in a single instruction, initiate AXI4 burst read/write transactions. With
the AXI4-Lite implementation each register must be individually written to memory, so
the scheduler_proc_save and scheduler_proc_restore routines used when accessing
the AXI4-Lite interface were modified to use single-register load (ldm) and store (stm)
instructions. Memory address pointer increment/decrement, also automatically handled
by the ldmia and stmfd instructions, needed to be addressed manually with the AXI4Lite implementation as well. As a result the AXI4-Lite implementation was expected to
require additional clock cycles to complete transfers and to increase the Save and Load
operation code size.

Hardware Performance
The AXI4 Performance cost was negative for both the AXI4-Lite and full AXI
implementations, with an approximately 50% speedup realized for the full AXI
implementation (Figure 17). The difference in the FPGA resource utilization between the
AXI4-lite and full AXI4 implementation provides insight into the hardware resource
costs for implementing the full AXI4 interface. The relatively low resource utilization of
the full AXI4 bus implementation suggests that the performance benefits are well worth
the resource costs; future studies will use full AXI4 implementations exclusively.
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Figure 17: Hardware Scheduler Performance

In the hardware schedule implementation the currently running process can only observe
its own process context block via the virtual register set presented by the FPGA logic
(Figure 18).

The processor can neither alter the scheduler’s timer, nor change the

scheduler control logic, even if process code is executing at the highest processor
privilege level. This suggests that the attacker workload necessary to alter scheduler
behavior is significantly increased compared to an equivalent software scheduler.

Figure 18: Scheduler Control Logic and Data Structures Hidden in Hardware
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A nearly 90% process scheduler code size reduction is realized for the full AXI4 HWBEAR implementation, and an approximately 80% process scheduler code size reduction
is achieved for the HW-BEAR AXI4-Lite implementation (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Code Size Reduction - Hardware Scheduler
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Message Passing
Software Implementation
BEAR.ARM relies exclusively on message passing for interaction with the kernel, userlevel device drivers and other user tasks. Message passing is facilitated by the ARM
“Supervisor Call” (svc) instruction. In the Cortex-M family processors svc causes a
switch from user mode to handler mode, banking the process stack pointer (user stack) to
the main stack pointer (kernel stack) during the transition, with program execution
switching to the svc handler. Cortex-A family processors switch from user mode to
supervisor mode (privileged), banking the stack pointer and link registers as it makes the
transition, with program execution vectoring to the svc handler. These processor-specific
interrupt handling distinctions are managed by code in the ~/platform/ section of the
kernel source tree.

Message passing schemes generally fit into two categories: synchronous and
asynchronous. In synchronous schemes the sender typically blocks until the receiver is
ready to receive the message. Message transfer is facilitated by directly passing the
message from sender to receiver. In contrast, asynchronous schemes generally employ
intermediate queues such that a send() command can write to an intermediate message
store, regardless of the recipient’s readiness to receive the message, and then in practice
execution either returns immediately to the sender or jumps to the scheduler. Numerous
performance optimizations exist for both schemes: synchronous systems may yield the
processor to the receiving task on delivery for immediate handling, asynchronous systems
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may pass messages directly to receiving tasks and bypass the intermediate queue, and
both systems may use memory-optimized (cache line, register set) message sizes.

The BEAR OS uses an asynchronous message passing scheme.

In the software

implementation if a receiver is blocked on a matching recv(), then send()copies the
message to the receiving task’s “received message pointer” and moves the receiving task
to the scheduler’s ready queue. If a matching recv() is not waiting for the message
send()

puts the message into a kernel-level message queue (msgq) based on the common

queue code. The msgq stores messages in the kernel’s heap and the kernel keeps track of
the message using a hash-table lookup of the message’s address in the heap based on a
hash of the sender’s PID and the receiver’s PID. From the receiving task’s perspective a
call to recv() first checks the msgq for the requested message. If no message is available
the receiving task blocks until a matching send() occurs. Both send() and receive()
call the same base function with a third argument specifying the type (MSG_SEND or
MSG_RECEIVE).

This base function is a wrapper for the SVC call.

The ARM Embedded Application Binary Interface (EABI) specifies that the three
arguments to the system message passing function – all of which are 32-bit arguments –
be passed in registers r0, r1 and r2. Because the registers are not banked on the Cortex-A
and Cortex-M family processors the handler can be the same for both. Because send()
and recv() do not return any values (which the EABI specifies would be placed into r0),
BEAR.ARM does not have to manipulate the calling function’s r0, automatically stacked
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by interrupt entry on the Cortex-M family processor. This design provides portability
across all Cortex-M and Cortex-A family processors using the same code.

Software Performance
The software send() implementation consists of three major phases for messages
queued in the kernel:
1.
2.
3.

Memory allocation in the kernel’s heap for message storage (kmalloc())
Message duplication from user space to kernel space (memcpy())
Kernel msgq table update to track the message until delivered (hput())

Phases 1 and 3 incur fixed performance costs of approximately 28,000 and 19,000 core
clock cycles respectively.

Phase 2’s performance cost is dominated by the

memcpy()implementation, requiring 285 cycles per message payload byte.

The software recv() implementation consists of three major phases as well:
1.
2.
3.

Kernel msgq table update to remove the message on delivery (hremove())
Message duplication from kernel space to user space (memcpy())
Memory deallocation from the kernel’s heap (kfree())

Phases 1 and 3 again incur fixed performance costs of approximately 4,000 and 3,500
core clock cycles respectively. Phase 2’s performance cost is again dominated by the
memcpy() implementation, again requiring 285 cycles per message payload byte.

Hardware Implementation
A block RAM, containing up to n message entries, is used as the intermediate message
store for all message transactions. A lookup table n entries deep contains SRC and DST
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fields. Each entry corresponds to a message buffer in the BRAM. SRC == DST == 0
indicates a free entry. A nextfree register contains a pointer to the next free entry in
the table.

On send() the message recipient’s destination ID and message contents are written to
the FPGA in two bus transactions. The first transaction currently writes two words: the
source and destination IDs for the message. The first transaction populates the SRC and
DST fields in the nextfree entry in the lookup table. The associated BRAM message
buffer is mapped to an address space exposed to the processor by the FPGA using a 32bit general-purpose AXI4 bus. In parallel the nextfree register is advanced to the next
free entry (SRC == DST == 0) in the lookup table. The second bus transaction from the
processor is a write of the message contents into the mapped FPGA BRAM.

On recv() two bus transactions also occur. In the first transaction the processor writes
the message originator’s ID to the FPGA (and also at present the current process’s ID).
The processor then issues a read request to the FPGA for the requested message’s
contents. The table is searched for matching SRC and DST fields. This search is
currently linear – but the parallelism opportunities for this type of lookup can easily be
exploited in future revisions. In the extreme, all entries in the lookup table could be
checked concurrently – similar to the way binary/ternary constant addressable memory
provides low-latency table searches in dedicated applications such as routing table
lookups. When a match is found the read request is answered with the contents of the
matching message buffer and the SRC and DST fields in the lookup table are set to zero.
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Hardware Performance
There is a significant performance increase in the hardware implementation (Figure 20).
A fixed cost of approximately 600 cycles exists for message passing in hardware for any
size message, followed by a variable cost of 70 cycles per message payload byte.
Hardware messaging performance is nearly identical for send() and recv() transfers.
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Figure 20: Message Passing Performance Costs vs. Size

Attack surface reduction, in terms of lines of code, is minimal (Table 3). The bulk of the
software messaging implementation utilizes shared hash table, queue, memory copy, and
memory management utilities. If all core kernel components utilizing the shared code
resources are migrated to hardware than the queue and hash implementations can be
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removed from kernel source (captured in the Shared Code category below), but this
reduction cannot be allocated to any particular core kernel component.

Table 3: System Call Lines of Code Reduction

Security is, however, significantly enhanced by the migration of a valuable core kernel
data structure, the message queue, into a hidden location in the FPGA logic. An attacker
achieving the highest processor privilege level has zero visibility into the message queue.

Summary
Findings in these studies indicate that hardware-based schedulers and message passing
systems can effectively reduce the attack surface through code size reduction and
migration of control logic and data structures into the FPGA fabric, where they can be
protected from observation and modification by the processing cores at any level of
privilege.

Hardware implementations coded in traditional HDLs yield negative

performance costs due to hardware acceleration effects. The implementations have low
resource utilization for both AXI4-Lite and full AXI based implementations, the latter
yielding the greatest attack surface reduction and performance gains.
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Chapter 4: Hardware Hiding Automation with High Level Synthesis
Ideally system programmers could leverage existing skills and investments in C-based
software development to create hardware-based security mechanisms.

High-level

synthesis (HLS) tools are increasingly available to automatically transform languages
such as C and C++ into the hardware description languages (HDLs) typically used in
FPGA programming. A multitude of commercial options are available, including: Xilinx
Vivado HLS, Cadence CtoHDL, Nallatech Dime-C, Calypto Catapult C, Forte Design
Systems Cynthesizer, Impulse Accelerated Technologies Impulse C, and Synopsys
Synfora. In the ideal, HLS creates the ability to program complex System-on-Chip
architectures using a single language, such as C (Figure 21).

Figure 21: High Level Synthesis in SoC Design

Vendors vary widely in the extent of their support for the C and C++ languages and the
language extensions they implement to support the nuances of programming “for
hardware” in a high level language. After decades of research these tools are beginning
to demonstrate their utility and find market acceptance, but they have yet to achieve
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mainstream status [70]. Designs presented in this research explore the capabilities and
limitations of Xilinx’s commercial Vivado HLS product.

Vivado High Level Synthesis
Xilinx's Vivado High Level Synthesis tool uses a designated “top-level” function’s
argument list and custom pre-processor directives to automatically instantiate the
appropriate AXI4 bus interfaces. Function arguments then become memory addresses
into which arguments can be written and, in the case of pass by reference, read back.
Vivado HLS imposes restrictions on the allowed argument types, as described in Figure
22.

Figure 22: Allowed Argument Types and Associated Bus Interfaces in Vivado HLS

Furthermore, as with load-store processor architectures such as the ARM Cortex family,
operating on data stored in memory requires that the data first be transferred to a local
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store – e.g. registers in the processor’s core. Compilers address this requirement by
automatically adding the necessary load-register (LDR) and store-register (STR) machine
instructions. For example, if variables ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’ are stored in memory the C
instruction:

c = a + b;

/* add two integers */

Is transformed by the compiler into the following pseudo-machine-code instructions:

load R0, address-of(a)

% Load Register 0 with value of ‘a’ from memory

load R1, address-of(b)

% Load Register 1 with value of ‘b’ from memory

add

% Register 2 = local copy of ‘a’ + local copy of ‘b’

R2, R0, R1

store R2, address-of(c)

% Store Register 2 into value of ‘c’ in memory

The FPGA-based implementation creates local storage as required to achieve
implementation and performance goals using flip-flop and RAM resources available
within the FPGA logic (Figure 3). For a single integer variable a simple register, created
from flip-flops or other latching resources in the logic slices, may be sufficient. For
arrays and other compound data types the FPGA implementation tool may leverage block
RAM (BRAM) resources to create faster or lower logic utilization designs.

Data

movement is not, however, facilitated by a compiler. The programmer must explicitly
arrange for data movement between the processor’s memory and the FPGA
implementation’s memory interface.
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Also note that, as with the processing cores, data operations are on local copies, which
may incur concurrency concerns which the programmer must also manage. Vivado HLS
automatically creates an AXI4-lite based control interface for FPGA resource
initialization, control, and synchronization. How this interface is leveraged is up to the
designer. Processor-side polling, interrupt signaling, and free-running configurations are
free to make use of the control interface’s capabilities.

Hardware Scheduler Using HLS
The following code snippet describes the AXI4-Lite interface for the top-level C function
swcontext

(“switch context”), to be implemented in FPGA logic:

#include "ap_interfaces.h”
void swcontext(unsigned char cmd,
unsigned long *reg0,
unsigned long *reg1,
… ,
unsigned long *reg15,
unsigned long *xpsr)
{
AP_INTERFACE_REG_AXI4_LITE(cmd,BUS_A,ap_none); /* Addr mapped reg
AP_INTERFACE_REG_AXI4_LITE(reg0,BUS_A,ap_hs);
/* Addr mapped reg
…
AP_INTERFACE_REG_AXI4_LITE(reg16,BUS_A,ap_hs); /* Addr mapped reg
AP_CONTROL_BUS_AXI(BUS_A);
/* Set of address mapped control regs

*/
*/
*/
*/

…
}

The HLS tool limits the types of interfaces that can be instantiated (Figure 22),
determined by the argument types of the top-level function. The hardware scheduler’s
memory interface must support both writing (to save context) and reading (to restore)
context. Bi-directional interfaces (IO) were chosen to minimize the addressable region of
the hardware scheduler exposed to the processor (attack surface minimization). The
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interface requires an AXI bus to support reading and writing from the processing system.
AXI4 slaves (supporting the full AXI4 burst capability) are not supported, so the study
can only explore an AXI4-lite implementation. Given a 10% performance speedup for an
AXI4-lite based implementation described by a HDL (Figure 17) an efficient HLS
transformation may still yield a useful implementation in terms of performance.

Interface constraints limit available options to pass-by-reference argument types with
interface handshaking types “ap_none”, “ap_ack”, and “ap_hs” (Figure 23).

These

handshaking types specify the signaling provided by the hardware in response to reads
and writes against the interface. “ap_none” provides no additional information to a read
or write transaction. “ap_ack” allows the processor, via the control interface, to ascertain
that a write was acknowledged. “ap_vld” allows the processor to determine that valid
data is ready to read. “ap_hs” (full handshaking) combines ap_ack and ap_vld, it allows
the processor to assert to the FPGA logic that all data is valid (to initiate hardware
processing) and to poll the FPGA logic for a signal that valid data is ready to read
(hardware processing is complete). “ap_hs” is used to support synchronization, via the
control interface, between processor attempts to save/restore context and the FPGA
logic’s hardware scheduler algorithm.
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Figure 23: Hardware Scheduler Interface Selection

In this study the FPGA implementation placed an instance of swcontext on the
processor’s memory bus at base address 0x62E00000. The seventeen registers necessary
to describe a process’s state can then be written directly to the first 17 32-bit words
starting at this base address. This code replaces the kscheduler_addproc() software
implementation:
void hwscheduler_addproc(uint32_t *proc)
{
uint32_t *hwscheduler = (uint32_t *)HWSCHEDULER_BASE;
uint32_t *control;
/* process stack */
uint32_t *stack = (uint32_t*)kmalloc(STACK_SIZE*sizeof(uint32_t));
uint32_t counter;
stack += STACK_SIZE;
control = hwscheduler + 17; /* for hw synchronization */
/* preload r0-r12 with dummy values */
for(counter = 0; counter < 13; counter++)
{
*(hwscheduler++) = counter;
}
/* link register: ISR exit is link_register - 4 */
*(hwscheduler++) = (uint32_t)proc+4; */
*(hwscheduler++) = 0x10; /* starting cpsr is "USER" */
*(hwscheduler++) = (uint32_t)stack; /* proc’s stack */
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*(hwscheduler++) = 14; /* User process's lr is undefined */
*control = 1; /* signal FPGA that new data is available */
}

The save context and restore context are essentially the same as for the software
implementation, with the hardware interface at base address 0x62E00000 as the memory
target for the ldr and str operations, eg:
/* Use IRQ's r13 to access hardware scheduler registers */
ldr r13, =HWSCHEDULER_BASE
/* save the current user registers to the hwscheduler ports */
str r0, [r13]
add r13, r13, #4
str r1, [r13]
add r13, r13, #4
str r2, [r13]
add r13, r13, #4
…

Performance
Performance and cost metrics for the HLS-based hardware scheduler are shown in Figure
24. Difference between the HLS AXI-Lite implementation and the earlier AXI4-Lite
scheduler coded directly in VHDL provide insight into the efficiency with which Vivado
HLS transformed C into HDL. The resource utilization is notably higher, though the
maximum FPGA clock is also notably higher. At 4800 core clock cycles, the HLS-based
hardware scheduler is approximately 50% slower than the software version.
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Figure 24: HLS Hardware Scheduler Performance

To gain deeper insights into the performance cost of the HLS-based hardware scheduler
the scheduler logic was bypassed to determine how much cost was due to bus overhead.
This left only 17 “dummy” registers implemented in the FPGA logic. Writing context to
the FPGA logic registers and immediately reading it back required 4000 core clock
cycles.

This suggests that over 80% of the performance cost is due to the bus

transactional overhead, and that the C to HDL hardware scheduler logic requires
approximately 800 core clock cycles. Recall that the FPGA logic is clocked at 100 MHz,
but the C to HDL implementation allowed for a 159 MHz maximum clock rate. The
performance could therefore be further improved simply by increasing the FPGA logic
clock.

Vivado HLS supports multiple design optimization strategies, including loop unrolling
and pipelining (at the expense of additional resource utilization). These optimization
strategies were explored but did not yield significant performance changes (or significant
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resource cost changes). The scheduler used thus far in the design was essentially a FIFO,
so the opportunity to optimize with these techniques was expected to be minimal.

The objective is to reuse existing C-based operating system code, however, so the ability
to synthesize ARM.BEAR’s implementation of the context switching algorithm,
including all of the supporting queuing code, was also studied. Recall that HLS support
for the C language varies from vendor to vendor, with some fundamental limitations (e.g.
system calls like malloc() and printf() – unless re-implemented for the FPGA) and some
practical limitations (e.g. recursion). Of note in Vivado HLS is the lack of support for
pointers to void and pointers to structures incorporating non-native types.

Fundamental to BEAR Operating System’s code reduction objective is the notion of code
sharing. Two primary features of the operating system, scheduling and message passing,
make use of a generic queue structure and associated operations. The queue relies
heavily on void pointers, casting, and pointers to non-native types to support scheduling
and messaging queues with the same underlying implementation. Lack of support for
these language constructs is a fundamental limitation to the use of Vivado HLS in
automated source transformation from the existing BEAR.ARM software sources into
hardware. Offerings from other commercial and open-source vendors were surveyed as
well; pointer support limitations were common among them. At present it does not
appear that any commercial vendor’s HLS tools can transform generalized queuing and
hashing implementations, common in operating system code, without requiring
significant changes to the software implementation to support tool limitations.
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Vivado HLS was further challenged by the synchronization mechanisms used with the
queue manipulation code in support of multiprocessing. ARM provides two instructions,
ldrex

and

strex,

which

allow

read-modify-write

sequences

necessary

for

synchronization methods, such as mutexes and semaphores, to perform as if they were
atomic (or, more correctly, to detect if a read-modify-write sequence’s pseudo-atomicity
was violated by intermediate read/write access to the same target from another execution
thread).

The synchronization would need to be refactored out of queue code

implemented in the hardware scheduler, as synchronization of a shared hardware
scheduler resource would need to be managed by the save and restore stages operating in
parallel in software. From the perspective of attack surface reduction (through code
sharing) this software architectural change would be acceptable, but it requires significant
modification of the existing source codes, leaves critical control logic in the processing
system, and further reduces software maintainability due to replication.

Summary
Hardware implementations can also be specified in high-level languages such as C,
provided care is taken to avoid language support limitations. In the case of the scheduler
a ready queue was implemented using HLS with a 50% performance cost, but the
message passing support was provided through HLS specification at, effectively, no
performance cost. Unfortunately, HLS tool support for language constructs commonly
used in operating system development is not mature enough to facilitate direct
transformation from existing sources. Open source design tools, such a LLVM and
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LegUp [71] – described further in Chapter 6 – create opportunities to extend the state of
the art in HLS closer to direct transformation for existing source codes.
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Chapter 5: Monitoring Protected Code Without Detection
This design study reports on the creation of process-specific hardware security monitors
instantiated in the FPGA logic. Processes generally contain invariants, such as hashes of
the process program code, variables bounded to expected ranges, and constant types.
Processes also typically exhibit behavioral signatures, which can be discovered off-line or
during runtime in the form of call-graphs and resource utilization profiles (Figure 25).
These attributes are exposed via system memory and the processor’s on-chip system
busses, both of which are directly observable from the FPGA logic’s bus interconnect
ports. Hardware monitors instantiated in the FPGA logic can leverage this coupling to
observe process invariants and behaviors.

Figure 25: Process Invariants and Behavioral Signatures

Software Implementation
The source code for a SHA256 checksum implementation was selected on the criteria of
“synthesizability”. Brad Conte’s implementation [72], while “sacrificing performance
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for readability”, is standalone source that implements the algorithm with one compound
data structure (SHA256_CTX) and three essential functions: sha256_init(SHA256_ctx
*ctx), SHA256_update(SHA256_ctx *ctx, unsigned char data[], int len),
SHA256_final(SHA256_ctx *ctx, unsigned char hash[]).Vivado

and

HLS’s pointer

support is limited to native data types and compound types built from native types with
known length at compile time. The SHA256_CTX compound data structure meets this
requirement:
typedef struct {
uchar data[64];
uint datalen;
uint bitlen[2];
uint state[8];
} SHA256_CTX;

The function sha256_init(SHA256_ctx *ctx) must be called to initialize a
SHA256_CTX

context before a new checksum can be generated. The context is then

passed in to one or more calls to SHA256_update(), along with a buffer of data and its
length, to generate / update the cumulative checksum. Once all data has been processed,
SHA256_final()

converts the data in the SHA256_CTX into the final checksum. The

following code shows the skeleton code used to create a SHA256 hardware monitor to
process k blocks of N bytes of data per block, starting at address mem_addr in processing
system memory:
…
/* create a local store, N-bytes wide, in the FPGA logic */
char data[N];
…
/* context for SHA256 algorithm */
SHA256_CTX ctx;
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sha256_init(&ctx);
…
/* generate checksum in N-byte blocks */
for( k = 0; k < blocks; k++)
{
memcpy((char *)data,(char *)(mem_addr+(k*N)),N);
sha256_update(&ctx, data, N);
}
…
/* compute the final checksum */
sha256_final(&ctx, hash[]);

The base address and size of the memory region to monitor, and the expected checksum
used for memory verification used by the monitor, were specified by the processor via the
top-level function arguments base, length, and csptr.

Software Performance
The software algorithm required approximately 2938 clock cycles (3.7 µs) per byte, with
the cost relatively fixed regardless of the block size (16-1024 bytes). The throughput of
the

equivalent

software

implementation

was

therefore

approximately

272

kilobytes/second. This is a relatively slow implementation compared to OpenSSL [73], a
popular open-source cryptographic suite. When executing in Linux on the same Xilinx
Zynq processor as the one used in this study the OpenSSL implementation can process
between 2.6 megabytes/second and 12.1 megabytes/second depending on the block size:
zynqlnx# openssl
Doing sha256 for
Doing sha256 for
Doing sha256 for

speed
3s on
3s on
3s on

sha256
16 size blocks: 486090 sha256's in 3.02s
64 size blocks: 301060 sha256's in 3.02s
256 size blocks: 141958 sha256's in 3.04s
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Attempts were made to extract the SHA256 implementation from the larger OpenSSL
source code, but the algorithm was not readily isolated from dependencies within the
library’s code base and on external system libraries not present in BEAR.ARM. This
design study was exploring feasibility, not performance, so significant efforts to improve
performance were not pursued.

The stand-alone nature of the code and HLS

compatibility were paramount in the selection of the algorithm used.

Hardware Implementation
The hardware design’s memory interface is declared using High Level Synthesis with the
following top-level function:

void hwmon(volatile char *memport, unsigned int base, unsigned int len, unsigned int
csptr)
{
// AXI4 (bus master, with bursting)
// char *memport is the memory pointer used in memory read/writes via the bus master
#pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_bus port=memport
#pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4M variable=memport

// AXI4 Lite - control interface
#pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS
#pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_hs

port=base

#pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS
#pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_hs

// base addr of memory to scan

variable=base

port=len

#pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS
#pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_hs

variable=return

// length of memory region to scan

variable=len

port=csptr // valid checksum

#pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS

variable=csptr
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This interface instantiates an AXI4 bus master interface, enabling the FPGA logic to
initiate memory read/write transactions. The top-level function argument char *memport
is specified as an AXI4M resource, creating a generic memory pointer through which bus
transactions can be initiated by the instantiated AXI4 master interface.

FPGA-initiated burst memory transfers are made explicit using the memcpy() function in
C. The Vivado HLS tools use memcpy’s arguments to initiate the appropriate burst
transfers from the target memory address into the local store:

/* create a local store, N-bytes wide, in the FPGA logic */
char data[N];
/* copy in data from processor memory at source address src_address */
memcpy((char *)data,(char *)(src_address),N);

Recall that memcpy’s declaration is void *memcpy( void *dst, void *src, size_t
num),

where dst is the starting destination address of the copy, src is the starting source

address of the copy, and num is the number of bytes to copy. The Vivado HLS tools use
memcpy’s num argument to initiate the indicated burst transfer length from the target
memory address into the local store.

For example, memcpy( dst, memport, 64 )

would generate a 64-word long burst read transaction from system memory into the
FPGA memory resource “dst”.
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Design Challenges
At the outset of this thesis work the Vivado Design Tools and HLS integration was in its
first release, with many of the supporting utilities in “pre-release” status for many
subsequent releases.

Vivado represented a complete rewrite of the entire FPGA /

System-on-Chip design tool suite, consisting of millions of lines of new source code.
Bugs, fledgling support, and rapidly moving features were expected. Updates were
released quarterly, and multiple releases were tracked concurrently as functionality
changed and improved. Where documentation and tutorial projects were available they
typically referenced versions two to four release cycles behind the current release, further
confounding attempts to gain design control with Vivado.

At the time of the study reported in this chapter the HLS tools and associated Vivado
design suite integration was not particularly well described. At the time of this writing
the documentation and accompanying tutorials still do not explore instantiating AXI4 bus
masters in the FPGA logic. As a result, a significant effort went into reverse engineering
and characterizing the behaviors of the various design tools employed in this study.

The first challenge was in targeting the processor’s memory via the memory access
pointer memport. According to the only identified reference, a user posting on the
community-based ZedBoard website [74], attempts to read or write a processing system’s
memory at address target_addr required adjusting the target address for an instancespecific offset, e.g. memcpy(dst,target_addr+base,num), but the offset could not be
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identified in any of the implementation logs, associated design collateral, or resolved
through Xilinx and ZedBoard’s support wikis.

Likely offsets were guessed at and proven wrong (e.g. 0x0, or the offset of the associated
control interface for processor-initiated writes), sweeps of memory from the FPGA
searching for tokens placed by the processing system at known addresses, and other
programmatic approaches to identifying the offset were attempted. After these failed, the
AXI debug port of Xilinx’s Integrated Logic Analyzer was attached to the AXI4 bus
connecting the processor and the FPGA logic, and studies of the low-level AXI4
protocol’s signaling began in hopes of identifying the offset through low-level bus
analysis (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Xilinx Logic Analyzer on AXI4 Bus Write Transaction

This learning curve proved beneficial to validation of bus behaviors in later research
activities, but seemingly non-deterministic behaviors in the experiments conducted were
confounding.

A Vivado update was released while pursuing these issues.

After

upgrading the implementation worked as expected and without need for any offset
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adjustments. It is likely that a tool-related bug was resolved in the new release, though it
did not appear to be disclosed in the release notes or other published errata.

The next challenge arose in specifying the AXI4 interconnect bus on which to instantiate
the bus master interface. Early Vivado design tool documentation and reference tutorials
were limited to the core functionality of Vivado. The methods they described neither
tracked the rapidly evolving design specification user interfaces nor did their descriptions
resemble the IP blocks generated by the HLS tools.

This design challenge was presented to Xilinx support engineers at a vendor-sponsored
multi-day Zynq training session; they too were unable to resolve the missing
configuration capabilities. This issue was ultimately discovered to be unrelated to IP
block configuration options or missing design tool functionality. The issue was due to
the full set of AXI bus interfaces available on the processing core’s memory subsystem
not being exposed to the FPGA configuration tools via an auto-generated “Zynq
Processing System HDL Wrapper”. The interfaces could be exposed via command-line
processing system configuration directives, such as those used in pre-packaged
demonstration tutorials, but the design tool’s graphical interface was unreliable until a
subsequent release. Once resolved the ability to relocate the master interface to any
desired AXI4 interconnect was straightforward; later changes to the Vivado Design
Suite’s “Block Design Editor” have made this process trivial.
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Hardware monitor code was transformed by HLS without any warnings. The HLS tool
was then configured to bundle and export the hwmon design as an IP block for use by the
FPGA design specification tools. Design at one of Vivado design suite’s highest levels
of abstraction, block design, is shown in Figure 27. This particular block design shows
the hardware monitor in the upper left. The hardware monitor’s master AXI interface,
used for system memory access, is connected to an AXI Interconnect block (this
connection is highlighted in orange) which then connects to the processing system’s
High-Performance 0 slave port (bottom left block). Similarly the hardware monitor’s
AXI-lite slave interface, used for processing system initialization of the base, length,
and csptr, is connected to another AXI interconnect (upper right block in Figure 27)
which then connects to the processing system’s General-Purpose 0 Master port.

Figure 27: Vivado Block Design Editor
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Experimental Design
In this study Bear OS was modified to run four processes, with one process configured
for continuous monitoring by the hardware monitor (Figure 28). BEAR OS configures
the hardware monitor with information about the associated process’s memory region and
its known-good checksum. The monitor’s control interface is then used to start the
monitor. Thereafter the monitor runs continuously. The monitor generates an interrupt at
the completion of each checksum (for performance measurement), though in a real
application a checksum mismatch would initiate a refresh at the appropriate layer of
BEAR OS. Although the Xilinx Zynq supports partial reconfiguration, and thus dynamic
deployment of the hardware monitor during system runtime, in this study the hardware
monitor was instantiated in the FPGA logic at boot time.

Figure 28: Hardware Monitor on Process #2 Within Bear OS
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There are three types of AXI-based bus interconnects between the FPGA logic and the
processing system (Figure 28) in the Xilinx Zynq. All three interconnects (32-bit general
purpose, 64-bit high-performance, and 64-bit ACP) support FPGA-based bus masters: the
FPGA logic can initiate memory read/write transactions across any of these interconnects.
This enables the FPGA-based monitor to continuously scan processing system memory
without processing system involvement. In fact, the processing system has no direct
means to detect the FPGA-initiated memory accesses (indirect techniques, such as
memory access timing or debug subsystem performance monitoring, may reveal
additional bus activity if it is significant enough to alter processing system performance).

All of the ports provide the FPGA logic with access to the processing system’s full
address space.

The ports differ in their bus width and where they connect in the

processing system’s memory hierarchy.

This has both latency and bandwidth

implications, offering the designer multiple options to chose from as a function of data
size, location, and the algorithm’s data utilization requirements.

The Zynq’s 32-bit wide general-purpose ports connect to the processor’s central bus
interconnect. Its general-purpose ports are primarily intended for setup, control, and
synchronization between FPGA logic and the processing system.

As the furthest

interconnect from the processor in the memory hierarchy, data transfers between the
processor and FPGA over the general-purpose ports would be expected to have the
highest latency as the data traverses the caches out to backing stores for subsequent
access by the central bus interconnect.
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Four 64-bit wide high-performance ports connect directly to the on-chip SRAM and DDR
memory controller, providing lower-latency access to these memory resources. The
high-performance ports are intended for large, high-bandwidth transfers between
processors and FPGA logic. As mentioned when describing the AXI4-burst transfers
above, each 64-bit wide high-performance port has a theoretical bandwidth of
approximately 12.8 gigabits per second.

A design incorporating all four high-

performance ports has a theoretical bandwidth between the FPGA logic and the
processor’s memory space of around 50 gigabits per second, though other bandwidth
bottlenecks (e.g. DDR memory access) will impact this theoretical performance limit.

The accelerator coherency port (ACP) connects FPGA logic to the processing system’s
snoop controller, guaranteeing data coherency with the processing cores, but with
restrictions on memory access size and with performance implications when requested
memory is not in the cache.

The accelerator coherency port can be an optimal

interconnect pathway when data transfer sizes are small and latency is the dominant
constraint. If FPGA-initiated accesses over the accelerator coherency port miss the
caches, however, latency will increase while the caches are filled from the appropriate
backing stores. Also note there is only one accelerator coherency port in the Xilinx Zynq
architecture, so the theoretical maximum bandwidth over the ACP is around 12.8 gigabits
per second. Given the L1 caches are only 32kb deep the 12.8 gigabits per second
bandwidth cannot be sustained. This interconnect pathway is primarily intended for short
data bursts between the processor and hardware-accelerated algorithms in the FPGA.
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Use of this pathway is mandatory, however, when cache coherency has implications for
the FPGA-based algorithms.

Multiple interrupt request (IRQ) signals from the FPGA tie into the processing systems
interrupt controller. The IRQ signals allow the FPGA logic to asynchronously signal the
processing system. A direct memory access (DMA) controller – not shown – also exists
as a hardware resource dedicated to the processing system. Multiple DMA channels are
available for offloading data transfers – initiated by the processor – into the FPGA logic.
The IRQ capabilities are leveraged in this research where core control code is migrated
into the FPGA logic, but the DMA capabilities are not explored, as the objective is to
minimize processor control over the movement of critical data in the system.

Process sizes were varied to evaluate hardware monitor performance for each of the
FPGA-processor interconnect types as a function of protected memory region size and in
terms of memory hierarchy implications. After a pre-set number of seconds of execution
Process #1 would modify the program image of process #2. The monitor’s interrupt
handler would then report the checksum disagreement via a diagnostic message to a
console.
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Figure 29: Hardware Processing Time vs. Image Size

Results for the general-purpose interconnect, high-performance interconnect, and
accelerator coherence port interconnects were equivalent (Figure 29) – suggesting a
bottleneck in hardware processing rather than interconnect bandwidth. Results show a
cost of approximately 72 clock cycles (90 ns) per byte for the hardware checksum
implementation. At 90 ns per byte the hardware implementation has a throughput of
approximately 11 megabytes per second, on par with the software performance of the
OpenSSL library in common use today. This also represents an approximately 40x
speedup over the software implementation of the same algorithm.

Given that even a single 32-bit general-purpose port at 100 MHz fabric clock has a
theoretical bandwidth of 400 megabytes per second, and that typical hardware
acceleration speedups are on the order of 10x-50x over the baseline software performance
(272kb/sec), it was not anticipated that interconnects would be a bottleneck. Assuming a
50x speedup of the OpenSSL implementation’s approximately 12 megabytes/second
maximum throughput the bandwidth requirement, 600 megabytes/second, might
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approach the throughput limit of a single general-purpose interconnect (but two are
available for mastering by the FPGA logic).

When caches were enabled and processes were small enough that all execution was
occurring from within the processor’s L1 cache, however, the hardware monitor could
only detect changes to a process’s image when the monitor was connected via the
accelerator coherency port. As process size increased modifications to a process’s image
were detectable when monitoring via the high-performance ports. When caches were
disabled modifications to processes of any size were equally detectable through all
possible ports.

In order to guarantee the fastest possible hardware monitor detection of memory changes
initiated by the processor, however, the monitor must observe memory via the accelerator
coherency port. This has significant memory system performance implications as reads
of memory not present in the (32kb) cache will cause the cache to fetch the requested
memory from backing stores further from the processor – causing delays – and scanning
memory at high rates with significant cache misses will cause data in active use by the
processing cores to be flushed from the L1 caches, affecting processing system
performance.

A compromise would be to configure the L1/L2 caches with write-through policy,
imposing a small cache performance overhead as writes would then need to be confirmed
by the backing stores before they are confirmed to the processor.
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This would

immediately propagate processor writes into the on-chip SRAM and L2 cache, making
writes into the on-chip SRAM visible to the high performance ports, but the L2 cache
would also need to be configured as write-through for writes to DDR memory to be
visible over the general purpose and high performance ports. Unfortunately the L1
caches in the Xilinx Zynq have a fixed write-back policy so this prospect cannot be
explored further in the architecture used for these studies.

In practical systems the 32kb caches, even configured as write-back, are likely to clear all
cache lines periodically, thus writing back modified cache lines to layers of the memory
hierarchy visible to the general purpose and high performance ports. As such using these
ports is not without utility.
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Chapter 6: Investigations into Automation Tool Extensions
A more ambitious objective would be to generate, at user process compile time, a
process-specific hardware monitor that is automatically generated, without any user
awareness (Figure 30). In the ideal the build output would produce an augmented binary,
which includes both the user’s executable (processor) image and an associated hardware
(FPGA) bitfile that can be deployed during process creation by the operating system’s
loader:

Figure 30: Automated Process-Specific Hardware Monitor Creation

Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)
Preliminary investigations suggest that these objectives might be realized through
extensions to LLVM [75]. LLVM is a suite of modular compiler components designed
for maximal reuse and sharing across languages and processor architectures. LLVM
defines a RISC-like virtual instruction set, called the Intermediate Representation (IR),
which is used by the majority of LLVM’s tools and libraries. The IR was designed with
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multiple objectives: supporting runtime optimizations, cross-function/inter-procedural
optimizations, whole program analysis, and restructuring transformations [75].

LLVM supports the standard three-stage compiler design, consisting of a frontend,
optimizer, and backend (Figure 31). One of the motivations for LLVM was to develop a
comprehensible codebase, in contrast to the notoriously arcane gcc codebase, for
compiler research and development.

This is supported in part by clean functional

isolation of each of the compiler stages.

LLVM frontends are responsible for

transforming source languages into IR; LLVM backends transform IR into machine code.
The optimizer stage operates exclusively on IR, independent of the source code language
and target processor instruction set:

Figure 31: LLVM Stages

Frontends exist for a multitude of languages, though the Clang frontend is by far the most
successful. Clang supports C, C++, Objective-C and Objective-C++. Clang is mature
and well supported; it is the standard compiler bundled with Apple’s OSX and FreeBSD.

Embedded system development typically uses cross-compilation techniques.

Cross

compilers run on architectures distinct from the target architecture. For example the
Xilinx Vivado tools, which target the Zynq’s ARM Cortex-A9mp processor cores, run on
Intel x86-64 platforms (Windows and Linux).
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Most cross-compilers are purpose-built, monolithic binaries. GNU’s gcc-based crosscompilers generally decorate the “cross-tool” names with <arch>-<vendor>-<abi> triplets
designating the target. For example “arm-xilinx-eabi-gcc” is Xilinx’s gcc-based crosscompiler for bare-metal ARM Embedded Applications Binary Interface (EABI), and
“arm-xilinx-linux-gnueabi-gcc” is Xilinx’s cross-compiler targeting Linux-on-ARM
platforms.

These cross-tools coexist with the “native” compilers (e.g. “gcc”) and are

distinguished from each other based on the <arch>-<vendor>-<abi> triplets.

This

suggests that enhancing gcc to generate multiple binary outputs, targeting heterogeneous
architectures, is a significant undertaking.

In contrast, LLVM’s isolation of the frontend, optimizer, and backend components means
LLVM’s frontend and optimizer components are common across all target architectures.
LLVM backends exist for a vast range of processor architectures, including x86, ARM,
PowerPC, and MIPS. Backends also exist to transform LLVM IR into source languages,
including C and Hardware Description Languages (HDLs), such as Verilog and VHDL.
This structure creates the potential to run multiple backends on a given compilation,
generating multiple outputs – such as a binary image for execution on an ARM core as
well as HDL for implementation on an FPGA.

For example, consider the following rudimentary key checking function:
int
keycheck( unsigned int key )
{
if (key == 1234567890)
return 1;
else
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return 0;
}

The CLANG front-end generates the following LLVM Intermediate Representation:
1
; ModuleID = 'checkkey.c'
2
target datalayout = "e-p:64:64:64-i1:8:8-i8:8:8-i16:16:16-i32:32:32i64:64:64-f32:32:32-f64:64:64-v64:64:64-v128:128:128-a0:0:64-s0:64:64f80:128:128-n8:16:32:64-S128"
3
target triple = "x86_64-pc-linux-gnu"
4
5
; Function Attrs: nounwind uwtable
6
define i32 @keycheck(i32 %key) #0 {
7
%1 = alloca i32, align 4
8
%2 = alloca i32, align 4
9
store i32 %key, i32* %2, align 4
10
%3 = load i32* %2, align 4
11
%4 = icmp eq i32 %3, 1234567890
12
br i1 %4, label %5, label %6
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

; <label>:5
store i32 1, i32* %1
br label %7

; preds = %0

; <label>:6
store i32 0, i32* %1
br label %7

; preds = %0

; <label>:7
%8 = load i32* %1
ret i32 %8
}

; preds = %6, %5

Line 3 reveals that the default target is an x86-64 running GNU Linux – but we have
asked for un-optimized IR so we should only be looking at the IR output of the CLANG
front-end with no architecture-specific nuances. IR reads like assembly for a generic
load-store architecture with an unlimited number of registers (%0, %1, …, %n). By line
10 the key argument is stored in generic register %3 and in line 11 it is compared to the
true key value “1234567890”. Line 12 branches to label 5 (line 13) if the keys match, or
to label 6 (line 17) if the keys do not match. Label 5 loads register %1 with the return
value “1” on a match; label 6 loads register %1 with the return value “0” if the keys do
not match. Label 7 at line 21 takes care of moving the return value from register %1 to
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register %8 and returning the value stored in register %8. This is clearly un-optimized
code.

Optimization runs in “passes”, with different optimization strategies scheduled at each
pass, as shown in Figure 32:

Figure 32: LLVM Optimization Passes

For example, the list of optimizations run at a given “-O<n>” level can be found with the
command:

clang -O1 -mllvm -debug-pass=Structure -x c - < /dev/null

This yields ~170 lines of output listing the different optimizations employed at –O1,
including optimizations such as:
Basic Alias Analysis
Machine Branch Probability Analysis
Tail Duplication
Greedy Register Allocater

The output of optimization is still in LLVM IR. The following LLVM IR output is for
checkkey() at –O3:
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1
; ModuleID = 'checkkey.c'
2
target datalayout = "e-p:64:64:64-i1:8:8-i8:8:8-i16:16:16-i32:32:32i64:64:64-f32:32:32-f64:64:64-v64:64:64-v128:128:128-a0:0:64-s0:64:64f80:128:128-n8:16:32:64-S128"
3
target triple = "x86_64-pc-linux-gnu"
4
5
; Function Attrs: nounwind readnone uwtable
6
define i32 @keycheck(i32 %key) #0 {
7
%1 = icmp eq i32 %key, 1234567890
8
%. = zext i1 %1 to i32
9
ret i32 %.
10
}

Register utilization is clearly far more efficient, and the IR collapses from 18 lines to 4.
As further validation that there is no processor-specific functionality at the output of the
optimization stage, the output when targeting the ARMv7 architecture (which includes
the dual-core ARM Cortex-A9mp in the Xilinx Zynq) is identical:
1
; ModuleID = 'checkkey.c'
2
target
datalayout
=
"e-p:32:32:32-i1:8:8-i8:8:8-i16:16:16i32:32:32-i64:64:64-f32:32:32-f64:64:64-v64:64:64-v128:64:128-a0:0:64n32-S64"
3
target triple = "armv7-none--eabi"
4
5
; Function Attrs: nounwind readnone
6
define i32 @keycheck(i32 %key) #0 {
7
%1 = icmp eq i32 %key, 1234567890
8
%. = zext i1 %1 to i32
9
ret i32 %.
10
}

A requirement for automatic hardware monitor generation targeting fine-grained program
attributes is the ability to identify, at compile time, invariants and other code/control-flow
signatures eligible for hardware-based monitoring. LLVM’s architectural support for
custom optimizers suggests the ability to implement this identification process as a
discrete LLVM “optimization stage”. LLVM’s ability to schedule optimization passes
suggest the ability to execute signature analysis as the final pass, immediately prior to
code generation, such that the developer is not limited in their use of other compile-time
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optimizations. Note, however, that code transformations are not complete until the linker
generates a final binary image; linker enhancements may also need to be considered.

Backend transformation to architecture-specific assembly demonstrates the third stage of
the process. The output below is valid ARM assembler syntax to populate r2 with the
cooked key value (movw loads the bottom 16 bits in line 7, movt the top 16 bits on line 9.
ARM instructions cannot exceed 32 bits wide, including any associated immediate values,
so 32-bit register loads are often done in two 16-bit steps).

The EABI convention

specifies that the first argument (int key) is passed in register r0, and that the return value
be passed back in register r0:

$ clang checkkey.c -target armv7a-none-eabi -S -O3 -o –
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

.syntax unified
.text
.globl keycheck
.align 2
.type keycheck,%function
keycheck:
movw
r2, #722
mov
r1, #0
movt
r2, #18838
cmp
r0, r2
movweq r1, #1
mov
r0, r1
bx
lr

The return value is set up in r1 on line 8. The comparison on line 10 sets up “conditional
execution” of the mov in line 11. If line 10 yields an equivalent comparison the code in
line 11 is executed by the processor. If not, the code still flows thru the processor but it is
not executed. This ARM architectural feature is significantly cheaper (in terms of clock
cycles) than a true branch due to pipeline flushing/refilling.
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For comparison, the Intel assembler output for x86-64 architectures is as follows:
$ clang checkkey.c -S -O3 -o 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.text
.globl
.align
.type
keycheck:
cmpl
sete
movzbl
ret

keycheck
16, 0x90
keycheck,@function
# @keycheck
# imm = 0x499602D2

$1234567890, %edi
%al
%al, %eax

This demonstrates the potential to use multiple back-ends on a single compiler run to
generate multiple output binaries, targeting heterogeneous architectures (such as the
ARM Cortex-A9mp processing cores and the Xilinx FPGA fabric on the hybrid Xilinx
Zynq). The latter target will require the ability to generate HDL for synthesis and
implementation on the target FPGA.

LegUp – Open Source HLS
While commercial high-level synthesis tools are gaining traction in industry, research and
development continues in a number of academic settings, including: C-to-Verilog
(University of Haifa), FPGA-C and LegUp (University of Toronto), NISC C to RTL
(University of California, Irvine), and SPARK C to VHDL (University of California, San
Diego). LegUp is an established HLS research and development tool built upon LLVM
and Clang [71]. Given its LLVM foundations, ready access to full source, and active
development, LegUp is one of the better candidates for enhancement as a backend for
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automatic hardware monitor generation. Figure 33 shows one possible implementation
leveraging the LegUp back-end:

Figure 33: Multiple LLVM Back-end Solution for Automation

Research to date has focused on the commercially available Xilinx Zynq architectures.
Unfortunately, LegUp primarily targets Altera’s processors. Two paths forward exist that
could leverage the research investment already made in LegUp: the first is to enhance
LegUp to target the Xilinx Zynq and the second is to switch to an Altera platform. Both
require significant learning curves – the former to enhance LegUp’s LLVM back-end,
and the latter to learn Altera’s equivalent to the Xilinx Vivado tools and transition BEAR
into an Altera-based environment.

An alternative approach would leverage code-transformation techniques instead of bitfile
generation targeting a vendor-specific FPGA. LLVM backends that transform IR into C
code also exist, though their development activities have gone stale and this backend has
subsequently been removed from recent releases.

If a vendor-specific HLS tool is

assumed, the task becomes generation of the application binary and C code for
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subsequent HLS transformation into the associated hardware monitor as shown in Figure
34.

Figure 34: LLVM Source-to-Source Transformation

This approach has the practical advantage of generating FPGA architecture-agnostic
hardware monitors and limiting future research efforts to the core idea of hardware
monitor co-generation. It also provides the ability to validate against a given vendor’s
architecture using the vendor’s preferred HLS transformation tools.

Summary
At this point in the research the preliminary investigations suggest that LLVM and
LegUp enable future work into build-time identification of observable process attributes
for build-time hardware monitor creation, but that these efforts are substantial
undertakings more appropriately supported by new research initiatives rather than taken
on as extensions of the current methodologies.

Regardless of the approach taken (LegUp HLS enhancements targeting Xilinx, or
LLVM-based source-to-source transformations targeting vendor HLS tools) the end
result is the standard program image and an associated FPGA configuration bitfile that
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must be loaded into the FPGA fabric. In some instances it may be sufficient to configure
the system logic and deploy the application to a known location in memory on system
boot. In most contemporary systems, however, the application is loaded dynamically at
run-time into arbitrary locations in the system’s memory. The monitor must be informed
of the application’s presence in memory and its whereabouts (or be able to identify it). It
is also preferable that the monitor can be deployed dynamically either in response to
time-varying threat levels for improved resource utilization or to support monitor
maintenance and evolution.

Ideally multiple hardware monitors could be deployed

concurrently, providing better coverage of critical codes in complex systems.

A basic problem with these approaches persists, however, due to reliance on the
processor to configure (in the case of Bear OS) or to dynamically deploy (via an
enhanced loader in a typical OS) the hardware monitor. Reliance on the processor
returns the system to the fundamental problem with software-based security mechanisms:
malicious codes may observe and, if sufficient privilege escalation is achieved, alter their
behavior. Run-time configuration of hardware-based monitors and dynamic creation of
hardware-based monitors invokes further concerns over the processing system’s ability to
alter FPGA logic state.

A definitive stand-alone solution to these concerns would be to implement the entire
operating system in hardware, through further extension of the methods developed in
Chapter 3. Another possible solution, for connected devices, would be a secure out-of-
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band channel between a trusted remote host and a point-of-presence in the FPGA logic
from which processes and associated monitors could be dynamically deployed.

In either case the final result is the same: the requirement for trust in the processing
system is completely removed.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
The studies presented in the preceding chapters represent a novel methodology, along
with a set of associated implementation techniques, for hiding core control logic and data
structures within tightly coupled FPGA logic on hybrid processor-FPGA System-on-Chip
devices. The studies demonstrate the use of the methodology to implement two primary
elements of an operating system in hardware: the scheduler and message passing. The
studies also demonstrate a novel class of on-chip monitors, hidden from privileged code,
which may be automatically generated from C-code. One such instance of this monitor is
demonstrated in the form of a continuous SHA256-based process code integrity checker.

Conclusions
These demonstrations suggest that the hardware hiding methodology is not only feasible,
but that it is viable in terms of negative performance costs (increased performance
through hardware acceleration) and low resource utilization on even entry-level devices
such as the Xilinx Zynq ZC7020. The demonstrations were performed in the context of a
research operating system under development at Dartmouth College, but they are
applicable to operating systems in general, giving the methodology broad applicability.

A fundamental challenge in applying the methodology, however, is the complexity of the
design process. Design at higher levels of abstraction – such as the use of the C language
with High Level Synthesis tools - attempts to both mitigate this complexity and to open
hardware design up to system and application programmers alike. Unfortunately these
tools are unable to fully abstract the nuances of hardware design and associated coupling
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with the processing system. Further innovation in HLS tools and other automation
techniques is still needed.

Additional challenges are introduced by rapidly evolving design environments and the
tool-chains and workflows they support: bugs are common, features are not well
documented, and both commercial and community support can be in limited supply at the
early adoption stage of new technology. If 90% automation of a complex design process
is achieved it is a tremendous success, but the remaining 10% can consume the gains
reaped through partial automation: multi-domain expertise (hardware/FPGA design,
system programming, and system security) is still required to complete the design process.

As such, this thesis has just begun to explore a broad field of research only recently
enabled by the emergence and success of hybrid processor-FPGA systems.

Many

opportunities exist to expand upon techniques for hiding critical functionality in hardware,
to observe processing systems without detection, and to improve upon the tools used in
these methods.

Future Work
Adding additional BEAR.ARM OS capabilities present in the Intel variant was explored,
including migration of networking device drivers into user space, supporting virtual
memory management, and providing image-diversifying dynamic ELF loader capabilities.
Network connectivity was demonstrated within the Bear OS using a kernel-space driver
based on the lightweight IP protocol stack lwIP [76], but the ability to migrate lwIP into
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user-space through a minimal kernel-space driver remains an open question. Significant
efforts went towards support for virtual memory management and a dynamic ELF-based
binary loader.

During BEAR.ARM virtual memory management and loader development activities
some preliminary findings in initial hardware monitoring explorations were received with
significant interest by our funding sponsor and other members of the defense community.
Encouraged by this reception, the focus shifted exclusively to hardware monitoring
methods; virtual memory management support and dynamic loader activities were set
aside for future contributors or for future research activities requiring this functionality in
the ARM-based architectures.

Virtual Memory Management and dynamic process

loading capabilities are essential to future work targeting automated compile-time
identification and monitor creation described in Chapter 6.

Further feedback from sponsors, and the broader defense community, indicates that the
hardware monitoring techniques could have significant and immediate impact if
implemented not in the Bear OS but in a fully featured operating system, specifically
FreeBSD.

Hardware Hiding in FreeBSD
Multiple challenges exist in making this transition. The first will be to bring up FreeBSD
on the Xilinx Zynq, including support for the interfaces and on-chip resources necessary
to support real-world applications. Work on the u-boot bootloader to support system boot
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from SDcard and off-chip flash, as well as integrating the secure boot capabilities (signed,
encrypted boot images and associated key management concerns) of the Xilinx Zynq,
should also be performed in any effort to utilize hardware hiding methods in a real-world
application.

A significant research challenge will be introduced by FreeBSD’s memory management
and protection schemes: how to securely deploy monitors against processes which may
be located in arbitrary locations in physical memory, further confounded by virtual
memory management, must be resolved. Memory performance concerns must also be
characterized and addressed if monitoring is to occur over the accelerator coherency port,
for the reasons outlined at the conclusion of Chapter 5. Equivalently, the probability of
successful event detection - stemming from cache policy implications if monitoring is
occurring over the high-performance ports or general-purpose ports – needs further
characterization.

But the need for from-scratch operating systems, designed with security as a fundamental
objective, is not addressed by such retrofitting activities.

Neither is the need for

operating systems with security features amenable to processor architectures lacking the
resources necessary to run rich operating systems such as FreeBSD. It is hoped that
development of the Bear OS for the ARM processor family, and the multitude of
connected devices the processor family supports, will continue to try and address this
need.
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BEAR.ARM on the ARM Cortex-M
At the time of the initial BEAR.ARM porting effort (late 2012) the ARM Cortex-M3 on
the STM3210C-EVAL was state-of the art. The ARM Cortex-M4, introducing hardware
floating point as a performance enhancement for DSP and real-time control application
spaces, had been announced but silicon devices were not yet commercially available.
ARM Cortex-M development activities were performed with speculation that a need for
security would evolve with the ARM Cortex-M processor as its capabilities advanced
towards the needs of connected devices, but at the time the effort was primarily
transitional towards the ARM Cortex-A processors already in use in mobile and Internetconnected devices.

Over the course of this thesis three new variants of the ARM Cortex-M processor
architecture have reached the market. The Cortex-M4, announced at the start of this
thesis but devices were not yet commercially available, adds hardware floating-point
capabilities and higher system clock rates to the highly successful Cortex-M3 architecture.
This enhancement addressed growing demand in computationally intensive applications,
such as digital signal processing and high-performance controllers. Multiple silicon
vendors were also offering new designs with integrated RF capabilities and enhanced
Ethernet interfaces. Unfortunately neither the Cortex-M3 nor the Cortex-M4 processors
were particularly successful at reaching down into the ultra-low power requirements for
battery-powered wireless applications or, at the upper-end of their performance, meeting
the rapidly accelerating expectations for “intelligent devices”.
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The Cortex-M0 variant, announced in 2012 with silicon devices commercially available
in 2014, targets both ultra-low-power and ultra-low-cost (high volume) embedded
systems. This architecture has been widely adopted by battery-powered, RF-connected
devices using low-energy (relative to 802.11 Wi-Fi) protocols such as Bluetooth-LE,
ZigBee, RF4CE and ANT. For a few dollars per unit, developers can build devices
which are able to connect to the Internet via RF gateways deployed at the personal area
network (e.g. smartphone), local area network (e.g. ZigBee building networks), and even
wide area network scale with initiatives such as LoRa attempting to provide nationwide
low-power, long range radio networks in the United States and Europe [77].

The Cortex-M7 variant, announced in 2014 with the first silicon devices available in mid2015, targets intelligent devices with rich user interface and high-performance
connectivity expectations. The first commercially available device, the STM32F7 series
from ST Microelectronics, breaks the 200 MHz system clock barrier [78]. With multiple
megabytes of on-chip flash and on-chip RAM, as well as on-chip Ethernet, these devices
are capable of running network-connected, feature-rich operating systems such as
uCLinux (a variation of the Linux Operating System for devices lacking virtual memory
management) on a single chip [79].

As connected devices based on Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M7 processors emerge the need
for security within the hardware capabilities of these architectures is paramount.
Expectations that connected device counts will exceed 50 billion over the next decade
[80] are contingent on developing and demonstrating the ability to secure these devices
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[81]. As hoped when early efforts to port Bear OS to the ARM Cortex-M architecture
began, the opportunity to apply the collection of security ideas developed and
demonstrated by the Bear OS on the ARM Cortex-M processor is emerging.

During the time of this thesis MicroSemi also released the SmartFusion and
SmartFusion2 SoC FPGAs [82] which couple ARM Cortex-M3 processors with FPGA
logic. Unique in their adoption of some of the specialty hardware security mechanisms
described in Chapter 2, these devices specifically target military, aviation, and aerospace
applications (and are priced accordingly). But as SoC architectures continue to flourish
hybrid Cortex-M/FPGA devices may become accessible to industrial and consumer
markets, creating significant opportunity for the hardware hiding methods developed
under this thesis to find general use in Cortex-M based devices. Meanwhile hardware
hiding methods may provide an additional means to secure military and aerospace
systems built upon SmartFusion devices.

BEAR.ARM on the Cortex-A
During the time of this thesis silicon devices based on the ARM Cortex-A15, announced
in 2010, became commercially available. This architecture adds hardware hypervisor
support and for hardware virtualization, an active area of system security research.
Multiple methods have been developed within Bear OS that leverage hardware
hypervisor capabilities available in the Intel architecture [83, 84].

The Cortex-A15

architecture enables these methods to be adopted by and expanded upon in the ARM
processor family, though accessible development platforms supporting academic research
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are not readily available (e.g. devices with publically available vendor documentation
and/or open-source community projects with support forums).

Also during the course of this thesis the Cortex-A53 and Cortex-A57 architectures were
announced (2012), with commercially available devices reaching the market in 2014.
These are the first 64-bit ARM architectures. They emphasize ARM’s heterogeneous
big.LITTLE multicore approach to address the diverse needs of embedded system
processing: a typical Cortex-A53/Cortex-A57 device contains dual or quad-core 64-bit
A5X series processors for high performance computation plus dual-core Cortex-M or
Cortex-R processors for e.g. dedicated real-time control or low-power background task
handling. The expansion to 64-bits, and the presence of hypervisor support, more closely
resemble the Intel architecture on which Bear is actively developed – creating an
opportunity to more readily adopt advancements in BEAR OS made on the Intel
architecture. The big.LITTLE architecture also creates new opportunities to explore onchip dedicated security processors (e.g. devoting the Cortex-M and Cortex-R cores to
security applications) as well as binary diversity across heterogeneous processor
architectures. Unfortunately, as with the A15, accessible development platforms are not
yet readily available.

Xilinx demonstrated the first UltraScale MPSoC devices during the final drafting of this
thesis.

These devices couple quad-core Cortex-A53 processors, dual-core Cortex-R

processors, a MALI GPU, and rich FPGA logic resources on the same physical die. With
commercially available devices scheduled for early 2016, development boards announced,
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and Xilinx’s demonstrated commitment to documentation and engineering support, this
device promises to be an exciting resource to support development of next-generation
extensions to Bear OS and hardware-hiding capabilities.
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